ABSTRACT
THE CORE VALUE OF EVANGELISM IN EFFECTIVE CHURHCES
by
Dana Robert Hicks
In the rapidly changing American cultural climate, the church is generally impotent in
its ability to reach non-Christians. The rare evangelistically effective American churches are
usually ones whose evangelism programs are studied in great depth looking for ways to
transplant their methodologies into other ministry contexts.
The vast majority of writing done on evangelism in America has to do with
methodology, that is, the right words to say and/or the right techniques to use to get people to
become Christians. Nevertheless, when others attempt to replicate the methodology they
learn from effective churches, they are rarely as effective as the innovator of the
methodology.
The purpose of this research has been to get beyond the methodologies of evangelism
to discover the values that drive these evangelistically effective churches. The research
observed that evangelistic effectiveness of churches has less to do with the methodologies or
strategies they use and more to do with their core values.

One result of observing these churches was a clear need for better questions to be
asked by other churches who are attempting to be more effective at evangelism. The
question of “how?” should be subservient to the deeper (and more difficult) question of
“what kind of people should we be?” Therefore, a clear theology of mission and a high
view of Trinitarian theology seem principal.
Even when the secondary question of methodology arises, the methodological
questions should be focused less on “how to do evangelism” than on, “how one shapes

the core values of a congregation.” In this regard, asking better questions at the outset
seems to set a much more effective trajectory for churches who seek to be more effective
at evangelism.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
The American church is facing a major crisis. During the last few decades,
authors have sought to identify the source of this crisis. Although they have not all agreed
on a solution, they all seem to agree that the warning bell needs to be sounded. Some
statistics may be illustrative:








According to Charles Arn, during the decade of the 1990’s, the
combined communicant membership of all Protestant denominations
has declined by 9.5% (4,498,242), while the national population has
increased by 11.4% (24,153,000).
According to the Barna Research Group, Evangelical churches have
failed to gain an additional two percent of the American population
during the second half of the Twentieth Century. In other words, we
are not even reaching our own children.
According to H. B. London, in the past 15 years the church in America
has spent 500 billion dollars on domestic ministry and for it has shown
no appreciable growth.
According to Charles Arn, no county in America has a greater
percentage of churched persons today than a decade ago.
What was once the number one sending nation of foreign missionaries
is now the thirteenth largest receptor nation. (Bigelow and Pense 3)

As noted in The Missional Church, “It is by now a truism to speak of North
America as a mission field. Our concern is the way that the Christian churches are
responding to this challenge” (Guder et al. 2).
Individual exceptions to these trends, of course, do exist. Some churches have
been able to penetrate their communities and transform them into oases of faith. These
churches and their leaders are often held up as “success” stories by book publishers and
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church growth conferences. 1 The current crisis in the American church has left leaders so
desperate for a solution to their woes that they are willing to try about anything. As a
result, these effective churches are studied in great detail in an attempt to dissect their
programs and find ways to transplant their methodologies into another context.
Attempts at a Solution
The way in which American ecclesiastical leaders, pastors, and authors have
chosen to deal with these declining numbers usually falls along two lines: the “Great
Idea” and “The Great Person.”
The Myth of the “Great Idea”
American solutions tend to be pragmatic and superficial: give the church a facelift, change the music a little, and throw in some demographic research and the problem
is solved. William A. Dyrness challenges this idea:
[We Americans have a] tendency to define our problems in quantifiable
terms. Statistics often play the role of final arbiter in any
question−especially those resulting from opinion polls dissected for us in
the morning newspapers.… Our incessant effort to bring our environment
under control has given us a national sweet tooth for modeling and
packaged solutions. Case studies and models ostensibly provide paradigms
for approaches to problem solving in which the parts apparently are
interchangeable. (46)
In the context of understanding human beings, simple models and distilled research tends
to be superficial.
Nevertheless, in recent years a boom in church growth material has included the
“let me tell you my story” books, “just add water” techniques, and consulting agencies all

1

Of course, not all churches that are held up at popular church growth conferences are truly
effective evangelistic churches. According to Carl F. George, many high profile churches have grown at the
expense of the smaller congregations (or “feeder churches”) that do not have the resources to compete on
equal terms in the religious marketplace (60-63).
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geared to help churches deal with their difficult situations. As a result, the vast majority
of writing done on evangelism in America has to do with methodology, that is, the right
words to say and/or the right techniques to use to get people to “become Christians.”
However, when church leaders attempt to replicate the methodology they learn from
these effective churches, it is rarely as effective as the original.
The illusion of a monolithic culture. Influential in many of contemporary
American church leaders’ theological formation was H. Richard Niebuhr’s Christ and
Culture. Niebuhr calls the subject of his book “the double wrestle of the church with its
Lord and with the cultural society with which it lives in symbiosis” (12). Niebuhr
describes various understandings of Christ “against,” “of,” and “above” culture, as well
as Christ “transforming” culture and Christ in “paradoxical” relation to it. This model
has, for many, been the standard ecclesiastical model for understanding how the church
relates to culture.
One of the limitations of Niebuhr’s model is that it assumes only one culture in
America to which Christ relates and not a variety of cultures to which the church
ministers. In the words of Rodney Clapp, “[Niebuhr’s] ‘culture’ at hand is a monolithic
whole” (64). Culture is a complicated concept that Niebuhr oversimplifies.
Likewise, underlying the assumption of transplanting someone else’s
methodology is that the same cultural dynamics are shared. The assumption is that
because one lives in America in the early twenty-first century, one would share the same
cultural identity: symbols, meanings, heroes, metanarratives, and values. On the contrary,
America’s increasing diversity in recent years has demonstrated that America is not a
single culture but many. By way of illustration, a city in which I recently lived, Tucson,
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has a wide range of very diverse cultural expressions: Anglo midwestern transplants who
have lived here less than five years, Hispanic natives who have lived here for multiple
generations, Anglo retired snowbirds from the Pacific Northwest, first generation
Hispanic immigrants, Native Americans, and a wide variety of other cultures with
different symbols, meanings, heroes, metanarratives, and values. In short, to transplant an
evangelistic methodology that was, for example, very effective for Dutch Baby Boomers
in the suburbs of Chicago to another cultural context (even in the same country) does not
carry the exact equivalence.
Moreover, the transplant mentality implies that the complicated structures of
culture in these effective churches is not what needs to be observed. Rather, what is
implied is that the methodologies that harness these church’s cultures is what should be
emulated. Rodney Clapp observes that “In short, Christ and Culture was the creature of a
time when few Christians could conceive of the church as itself a culture” (59).
Looking for the magic bullet. In their book, Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras along
with graduate students at Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business did a sixyear study of companies that had a record of sustained growth. They then compared each
of these exceptional companies with one of their direct competitors in order to answer the
question, “What makes exceptional companies different from average companies?” Many
assumptions of what made remarkable businesses (and churches) remarkable were shown
to be erroneous. Most Americans, whether in business or in the church, assume that if
they had a “great idea” their organization would flourish. Collins and Porras’ research
found this way of thinking was not reflective of the “built to last” companies:
We found that the visionary companies were much less likely to begin life
with a great idea than the comparison companies in our study.
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Furthermore, whatever the initial founding concept, we found that the
visionary companies were less likely to have early entrepreneurial success
than the comparison companies.… In short, we found a negative
correlation between early entrepreneurial success and becoming a highly
visionary company [original emphasis]. (27-28)
In spite of great ideas being counterproductive to a church’s mission, many church
leaders are still looking for their magic bullet.
From a personal vantage point, when I planted a church in Tucson, I spent
countless hours trying to articulate the strategy for our church. I assumed that the
methodology would define our congregation and its future. Collins and Porras observe
something quite different: “The evidence suggests that it might be better to not [original
emphasis] obsess on finding a great idea before launching a company. Why? Because the
great-idea approach shifts your attention away from seeing the company as your ultimate
creation” (28). That is, in the context of the church, the most important element for
effectiveness according to Collins and Porras is who the church is not what the church
does.
Certainly effective methodologies have their place, but they stem from who the
organization is. Collins and Porras observe that “the continual stream of great products
and services from highly visionary companies stems from them being outstanding
organizations, not the other way around [original emphasis]” (31).
The mystery of human motivation. Another weakness in looking to great ideas
for evangelistic effectiveness is their failure to address human motivation. The pastors
with whom I associate are much more concerned with how to get their people motivated
to participate in a life of evangelism than finding tools to help their people communicate
their faith effectively. In short, most Christians simply do not value evangelism enough to
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engage in it. While most Christians would agree that evangelism is a good idea or that it
ought to be done (like giving blood or voting), it rarely transcends the “ought” of law to
the deep desires of the human heart:
One of the limitations of laws is that they cannot tell you what to do; they
can only inform you of the consequences associated with certain actions
and activities. If you don’t agree with a law, you can commit the offense
and try to avoid getting caught. Laws cannot control unsupervised activity.
Only ethos has this kind of effect on decision-making. When we combine
all those things that shape ethos—beliefs, values, worldview—we find
something far more powerful than laws. (McManus, An Unstoppable
Force 100)
For many churches, the motivation for evangelism is guilt based—one’s friends will go to
hell if they do not witness to them. The motivation, then, lasts only as long as the guilt or
fear lasts. The heart, by contrast, provides the fuel for values to be expressed in actions:
Real, sustainable change occurs when actions are in response to values.
But helping a community based on legalism change to one based on ethos
can by terrifying. A community really can’t be based on both. You can
either invest your energy in attempting to control people’s actions and
thereby lose their hearts, or you can focus on winning their hearts so that,
in the end, their actions will represent the values that are important to you.
(103)
In short, changing what people care about may be more important when trying to
motivate others to participate in evangelism than attempting to motivate their outward
actions.
Often when people do care about evangelism, their underlying motives may be
suspect. A person may choose to be involved in the lives of non-Christians for such
mixed motivations as getting them to believe or behave like themselves, getting them to
have an experience like themselves, getting them to become like themselves, being good
citizens, getting them to share one’s politics, supporting the institutional church, or
preparing people for heaven and/or sacramental goals (Hunter 37-40).
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Similarly, in a corporate context, a church’s concern for evangelism may have
less to do with the evangelized and more to do with the evangelists. George G. Hunter, III
writes, “Many [churches] seem to be motivated [to participate in evangelism] by the need
to recruit more members to stop the decline, or to pay the bills, or maintain the
institutional church” (31).
Questionable motives, not lack of resources, or ineffective methodologies, or even
poor leadership is likely at the root of the situation in which the American church finds
itself. The crisis of the American church is a crisis of the human heart:
I know it may sound like heresy, but it is more important to change what
people care about than to change what they believe! You can believe
without caring, but you can’t care without believing. We cannot afford to
fill our churches with members who have biblical beliefs and worldly
concerns. When we awaken to the apostolic ethos, the heart of God begins
to pulsate through the church of Jesus Christ. (McManus, Unstoppable
Force 111)
The solution to this crisis, therefore, can be found in the church’s ethos and values.
Many are now beginning to see that the American church’s search for a
methodological answer to its crisis is shortsighted. Darrell L. Guder et al. cogently
observe, “The answer to the crisis of the North American church will not be found at the
level of method and problem solving.… It has to do with who we are and what we are
for. The real issues … are spiritual and theological” (3).
The Myth of the “Great Person”
More popular among ecclesiastical leaders is the myth of the “Great Person.”
John C. Maxwell has sold millions of books in church circles with his mantra that
everything rises and falls with leadership (viii). In other words, the right leader in any
context can take a difficult environment and make it effective. A cursory observation of
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church leadership shows that the vast majority of those in the position of “leader” in
American churches are not high-profile charismatic leaders. Collins and Porras would
argue that high-powered leadership does not matter. “If you are a high-profile charismatic
leader, fine. But if you’re not, then that’s fine, too, for you’re in good company right
along with those who built companies like 3M, P&G, Sony, Boeing, HP, and Merck. Not
a bad crowd” (33). Perhaps, contrary to John Maxwell’s mantra, not everything rises and
falls with leadership.
Some would observe that many churches who are effective at evangelism seem to
possess such strong leaders. Nevertheless, like the myth of the Great Idea, Collins and
Porras argue that “the continuity of superb individuals atop visionary companies stems
from the companies being outstanding organizations, not the other way around [original
emphasis]” (34). Effective leaders naturally exude from healthy cultures. Who the
organization is is more important than the leader of the organizations charisma:
The key difference, we believe, is one of organization−the evidence
suggests to us that the key people at formative stages of the visionary
companies had a stronger organizational orientation than in the
comparison companies, regardless of their personal leadership style. As
the study progressed, in fact, we became increasingly uncomfortable with
the term “leader” and began to embrace the term “architect” or “clock
builder. (35)
Charismatic leadership is not as great a foundation for effectiveness as a strong
organizational orientation. The American orientation to quick-fix solutions whether in
leadership or methodology are at best naïve and misguided and at worst
counterproductive:
In one of the most fascinating and important conclusions from our
research, we found that creating and building a visionary company
absolutely does not require either [original emphasis] a great idea or a
great and charismatic leader. In fact, we found evidence that great ideas
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brought forth by charismatic leaders might be negatively correlated
[original emphasis] with building a visionary company. (23)
The perspective of Collins and Porras stands in stark contrast to the vast majority of
ecclesiastical solutions being peddled in contemporary America.
The strong organizational orientation to which Collins and Porras refer has to do
with an organizational culture built on core values rather than an organizational
methodology. In an interesting use of the word, Collins and Porras describe their “Built to
Last” companies as having a “cult-like culture” (122). Collins and Porras are not
speaking in theological terms but rather mean that these organizations have a fervently
held ideology, a process of indoctrination, tightness of fit, and a sense of elitism (122).
The leaders in these organizations are the “architects” of the culture, not manipulative or
(necessarily) charismatic leaders. As Erwin Raphael McManus notes, “There is perhaps
no better description of a leader than one who creates and shapes culture” (Unstoppable
Force 133).
Evangelism as a Core Value
The power of a church that is effective at evangelism is not, therefore, to be found
simply in great ideas or great people. Perhaps the real power is found in a much more
subtle place: inside the collective soul of the individuals in a church. Collins and Porras
call the collective soul of an organization its “core values” or “ethos” (73).
Perhaps a person caring deeply about evangelism for the right reasons is the most
effective method of evangelism. Effective organizations are committed not to leadership
or methodologies but to values. Maybe the best way to take a fresh look at the situation in
which the American church finds itself is to look deep into its ideologies−its core values:
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Human beings are sponges that draw in whatever is around them…Values
are transferred through relational environments. When our children grow
up, they mirror what we’ve really cared about. If our children do not do
what we say, they do what we do. And often they don’t become what we’d
like them to become; they become a response to who we are.
The power that a given environment has over our lives doesn’t end
when we become adults. It affects us throughout our lives here on earth.
Healthy environments move individuals toward health. Unhealthy
environments accentuate brokenness and dysfunction. (McManus
Unstoppable Force 98)
The American church needs to look less at great ideas or great people and more at the
cultural landscape that shapes organizational behavior.
The Purpose Stated
The purpose of this study was to discover if churches that were highly effective at
evangelism have evangelism as one of their core values and, if they do, to examine what
this core value looks like in the life of these congregations.
This study also attempted to demonstrate how a church could nurture a healthy
core value for evangelism. McManus observes, “The problem in many of our
congregations is not that we’ve chosen a wrong strategy or have an irrelevant style but
that we have an unhealthy culture” (Unstoppable Force 108).
An additional ingredient of this study was the desire to demonstrate for churches
the importance of developing a healthy core value for evangelism rather than simply
looking to a great leader or developing another new program or methodology for
evangelism. Erwin McManus further laments the futility of a systems approach to
evangelism:
Conversations about church growth [used to be] dominated by models,
systems, and processes−all of which are important. It felt like I was
spitting into the wind, but I was determined to at least move us to change
the focus of our conversation from methods to essence. Becoming a firstcentury church in this third millennium cannot be about re-discovering or
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reestablishing ancient praxis… What must be rediscovered is the essence
of an apostolic ethos. (Culture Shift xviii)
Therefore, the ultimate purpose of this study was to observe the apostolic ethos or core
values that drive churches that are effective at evangelism and develop a way of
communicating these observations and lessons to more churches as a way of enhancing
their evangelistic effectiveness.
Guiding Research Questions
1. How do highly effective evangelistic churches articulate their commitment to
evangelism?
2. If evangelism is high on their list of core values, how do they nurture this value?
3. What is perceived as the greater motivational priority communicated in these
churches—evangelism as a Christian duty or evangelism as a response to God’s grace?
4. How does the evangelistic motivational emphasis presented in these churches
impact their evangelistic methodologies?

Definition of Terms
In this study, the principal terms were defined as follows.
Evangelism is inviting others into a relationship with God, so that the Holy Spirit
can make Christ come alive in them (Sweet, McLaren, Haselmayer 114).
Effective means producing a desired or intended result. Therefore, in the context
of this study, effective evangelism occurs when the invitation to a relationship with God
is accepted and the Holy Spirit makes Christ come alive in the person. The way in which
it is quantified varies by the culture and theology of the churches being studied. For
some, water baptism is the quantifiable measure or outward sign of whether or not one
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has entered into a relationship with God. For others, it is the personal testimony of the
new believer. For still others it is the existential choice of the individual expressed in a
prayer of repentance.
In the context of this study, effective churches were among the top 1 percent in
the United States for the number of first time adult baptisms over a three year period
(Reese 30).
Core values are an individual’s or organization’s often hidden but essential and
enduring tenets. These tenets dictate every decision that an individual or an organization
makes. They also determine an individual’s or a group’s priorities (Collins and Porras
73).
Methodology
This project was an observational study using interview questions and a multiplechoice questionnaire that were developed for this study. The interviews were semistructured in an informal setting. Interviews were administered at all three churches to the
pastoral staff, members of the church who have come to faith in Christ through the
church they were currently attending, and members who were instrumental in others
finding faith. Each church had a least ten interviews conducted.
All of the participants consented to the recording of their interviews. Interview
notes were made following each interview.
The Context
This study observed three churches. All three churches demonstrated a consistent
commitment to evangelism over a period of years and at the time of the study were
among the top 1 percent of churches in United States for the number of people making
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commitments to enter into a relationship with God.
The influence of Christ’s Church in the Valley was part of the reason for its
selection. Christ’s Church in the Valley (CCV), according to Bill Easum, is important not
just for its growth and/or size but for being a “faithful church.” It is distinguished for its
effectiveness at reaching unchurched people and having an impact on its community:
A biblically faithful church exists to transform both individuals and the
society around it. A faithful church grows because of its faithful,
transformational approach to people and society. A faithful church is a
disciple-making church, including both conversion of non-believers and
maturity of its fold. Specifically at issue: How much life-changing impact
a church has on the surrounding community. (par. 6)
Its sheer size and influence on its community made CCV an interesting study; however,
unlike most churches its size, it has not undergone a lot of research.
CCV’s measure their effectiveness at evangelism by baptisms. In 2006, CCV
baptized 836 people. From 1996 through 2007, CCV has consistently baptized over six
hundred people a year.
Quest Community Church was chosen as a subject because of its size. Finding a
church that was notorious for evangelism that remained relatively small for long was a
difficult task since almost always evangelistic effectiveness leads to an increase in size.
When research began on this church, Quest was running around four hundred attendees
during their weekend gatherings. Three years later, however, Quest is more than four
times that amount. In fact, Quest has grown its weekend attendance by fifty percent every
year since Quest started in 1999.
Quest Community Church, while not known for the sheer volume of a church like
CCV, is remarkable for its exceptionally high percentage of persons making their firsttime commitment to Christ−around 80 percent. One way those from Quest have
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measured their effectiveness at evangelism has been to track the cumulative number of
people who have made commitments to Christ during the history of Quest and correlate
that to their annual worship attendance average. For example, at the end of 2006, Quest’s
average weekend attendance was 1,600. At the end of 2006, the cumulative number of
people who had made decisions to follow Christ at Quest was around 1,700.
Mosaic was chosen primarily for its ethnic diversity. While CCV and Quest
consist primarily of white, middle-class parishioners, Mosaic has a reputation of being
one of the most ethnically and culturally diverse churches in America. Mosaic’s urban
context also added variety to the study. As the oldest of the churches, Mosaic was an
interesting study in how core values were preserved over the years.
Mosaic’s diversity does not overshadow the effectiveness Mosaic has had in
recent years for their evangelistic efforts. In the last few years, Mosaic has consistently
baptized around two hundred people a year.
The three churches varied in their cultural contexts, geography, size of the city,
average weekend church attendance, and age. The diversity of the churches was
purposeful so as to maximize the generalizability of the results. The hope of the study
was to get past contextual factors and to observe deeper commonalities. A demographic
comparison of the three churches is summarized in Table 1.1. 2

2

The data used in Table 1.1 is reflective of the data available at the time of the research
(December 2006 through January 2007). The only significant change in this data since the research has
been in the average weekend worship attendance of the three churches. Christ’s Church in the Valley
currently has 11,500 in their weekend services, Mosaic has 3,700, and Quest has over 2,800.
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Table 1.1. Cultural Comparisons of the Three Subjects of the Study (2006)
Quest Community
Church
Suburban

Mosaic Church

Geographic context

Christ’s Church in the
Valley
Suburban

US Geography

Southwest

Midwest

Southern California

City population

3.5 million (greater
Phoenix)

250,000

3.6 million (Los
Angeles proper)

Average weekend
worship attendance

10,000

1,600

3,000

Denominational
affiliation

Independent Christian
Churches of America

Southern Baptist Church

Cultural context

Middle class to upper
middle class,
predominantly white

Christian and
Missionary Alliance
Church
Middle class,
predominantly white.

Age of the church

25 years

8 Years

65 Years

Urban

From urban poor to
upper class
professionals, blend of
Hispanic, African
American, Caucasian,
and Asian.

Christ’s Church of the Valley, Phoenix, Arizona. Christ’s Church of the Valley
(CCV) is located in Peoria, the rapidly growing northwest suburb of Phoenix. As one of
the most rapidly growing cities in the country, the suburb of Peoria represents the
growing edge of the city. Peoria is made up primarily of white, middle- to upper middleclass families.
CCV was founded in 1982 when pastor Dr. Don Wilson and a small group of
worshippers began meeting in a rented movie theater. CCV is part of the Independent
Christian Churches of America (a branch of the Restoration movement). The Independent
Christian Churches of America are a loose affiliation of churches whose central tenants
include baptism by immersion and weekly communion.
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As the church grew, services were held in various locations including an
elementary school, a strip mall, and a high school until CCV acquired the resources to
purchase a permanent location. Today, more than ten thousand people attend CCV during
average weekend services. CCV opened their new, three thousand seat multipurpose
worship center in February 2004. The center includes a food court, a bookstore, and an
outdoor sports facilities. CCV maintains an active and extensive small group ministry in
which more than three hundred groups of eight to ten couples and individuals meet in
homes across the Phoenix Valley on any given night of the week.
Quest Community Church, Lexington, Kentucky. Quest Community Church is
currently located on the south side of Lexington. The city of Lexington has a population
of around 250,000 people. The south side of Lexington is one of the most highly
educated areas in Kentucky and is predominantly white and middle-class. Quest is
affiliated with the Christian and Missionary Alliance Church. The denomination has over
two million members in seventy-five countries. The denomination is known for its
evangelistic emphasis, its world mission program, and its emphasis on divine healing.
Quest was launched in February 1999 with eighty people from First Alliance
Church in Lexington. Quest was a result of founding and senior pastor Pete Hise’s vision
to transform unconvinced people into wholehearted followers of Jesus. The church began
meeting together at The Springs Inn in Lexington. Within a few months, a building
housing batting cages known as “The Ball Diamond” was acquired and renovated for
Quest services. Recently, Quest purchased a family center called, “The Stadium” and
remodeled it for their use. Today, Quest runs about 1,600 in attendance at their weekend
services.
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Quest Community Church also varied from the other churches in its geographical
location (Midwest), city size (mid-sized American city), and church age (eight years old).
Mosaic Church, Los Angeles, California. Mosaic used to be called “The Church
on Brady” until 1997 when they moved their location away from Brady Street. The
church was renamed under the leadership of lead pastor and cultural architect Erwin
McManus. According to their Web site, the name of their community comes “both from
the diversity of our members, and from the symbolism of a broken and fragmented
humanity which can become a work of beauty under the artful hands of God” (Mosaic).
Currently, Mosaic has four gathering locations: The Mayan, a club in downtown
Los Angeles, William Carey International University in Pasadena, Westside Los Angeles
at Beverley Hills High School, and a video venue in Chino. The location at The Mayan is
the largest of the gatherings and probably represents the core culture of Mosaic. The
Mayan is located in urban Los Angeles. The neighborhood in which Mosaic finds itself is
one of the most culturally diverse places in the world, ethnically as well as
socioeconomically.
Mosaic is affiliated with the Southern Baptist Church. The Southern Baptist
Church claims sixteen million members in the United States. Its roots are in the
Anabaptist tradition and, as such, place an emphasis on evangelism and adult baptism by
immersion.
The Subjects
At least ten subjects from each church participated in this study. The senior
pastors in all three of the churches were included in the interviews. In two cases, Quest
and CCV, the senior pastors were also the founding pastors.
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An associate pastor at each of the churches was also interviewed. The church staff
helped select the remaining subjects with the understanding that a diversity of subjects
would add to the quality of the results. As a result, some of the subjects had begun their
spiritual journeys at the churches being studied. Some were small group leaders or other
key lay leaders. Most, however, had been personally involved in evangelism of some
kind in their church.
The subjects who responded to the multiple-choice questionnaire were mostly the
same subjects who went through the interviews. Exceptions to this pattern were found at
Quest and Mosaic. At Quest, I conducted interviews with four of the subjects who also
responded to the multiple-choice questionnaire. At Mosaic, I conducted interviews with
only two of the subjects who responded to the multiple-choice questionnaire.
Instrumentation
I developed the instrumentation to get at the research questions after meeting with
the hearing committee. The committee and I agreed that an existing instrumentation that
would measure the research questions did not exist. As a result, the committee and I
agreed that a research-based instrumentation was necessary.
I devised both grand tour interview questions and multiple-choice questions that
would get to the heart of the four research questions.
Once the interview questions seemed to correlate with the research questions, I
tested the instrument at Real Life Community Church in Nampa, Idaho, with five
subjects. I then interviewed the five subjects and asked if any of the questions seemed
unclear or confusing. I evaluated whether or not the interview questions were harvesting
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the desired results and then fine-tuned the questions before the instrumentation was used
for this research.
The research questions of this study with the corresponding interview global
questions and multiple response questions from the questionnaire are summarized in
Table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Research Questions of the Study and the Corresponding Interview Global
Questions and Multiple Response Questions
Research Questions
1. How do highly effective
evangelistic churches articulate
their commitment to
evangelism?

2. If evangelism is high on their
list of core values, how did they
nurture this value?

Interview Global Questions
1. How does your church define
“evangelism”?

Multiple Responses from
Questionnaire
1. What do you admire most
about your church? (rank)

2. If you have attended other
churches, how does your church
compare with other churches in
how they approach evangelism?

2. How does your church think a
good Christian should respond to
people who are not Christians?
(continuum)

3. How has attending this church
changed your perspective on
being a Christian?
4. Does your church teach people
to share their faith with others?
How?

3. What is perceived as the
greater motivational priority
communicated in these churches
between evangelism as our
Christian duty and evangelism as
our response to grace?

5. In your opinion, what does it
mean to have a heart like Jesus’?

4. How does the evangelistic
motivational emphasis presented
in these churches impact their
evangelistic methodologies?

6. How do you think most people
in your church come to faith in
Christ?

3. How does your church measure
how many people choose to
become Christians? (multiple
choice)
4. How does your church
communicate the importance of
evangelism? (multiple choice)
5. What do you think Jesus cares
about more than anything else?
(rank)
6. Why should a person be
involved in Evangelism? (rank)

7. In your opinion, what is the
most effective way for people to
come to know Jesus?
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During the interviews, I asked unstructured questions based on the subject’s
responses in order to probe deeper or flesh out an idea or concept.
Delimitations and Generalizability
This study was not quantitative but qualitative. As such, the data cannot be
replicated in other contexts. The intention of this study was to identify core values in
churches that are effective at evangelism. The concern is to understand the core values
and not to provide predictions about the churches.
This study focused on a sampling of participants in the three subject churches.
The study was an attempt to observe the core value of evangelism at work in the life of a
local church.
These findings have direct implications for all churches trying to wrestle with
being missional in a twenty-first century context. The findings also have implications for
churches who want evangelism to become a more prevalent core value in their culture.
The findings also have implications on the way in which one speaks of evangelistic
methodology.
Overview of the Study
In Chapter 2, selected literature and research pertinent to this study are reviewed.
The purpose is to provide an historical evaluation of motives for evangelism paying
particular attention to the American evangelical tradition. A theological framework from
which to speak about evangelism with particular attention to the nature of the Trinity is
also explored in this chapter. In Chapter 3, a detailed outline of the study is presented
with attention to the methodologies that were employed to gather and evaluate data. This
chapter also introduces the subjects that were studied. Chapter 4 summarizes the findings
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of the research. Chapter 5 completes this dissertation with a summary review and
implications for ministry in the American church.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
My father began his faith journey in 1956 in a small Church of the Nazarene in
Anaheim, California. What drew my father to faith in Christ as a fourteen year old
troubled teenager was an evangelistic invitation that appealed primarily to an airtight
reasoning of why his soul was in the dangers of hell without the redemptive act of Jesus
Christ on his behalf. His experience in this passionately evangelical church was
culminated with a trip to a wooden altar until he had sufficiently “prayed through.”
My father spent forty years of his adult life communicating the gospel both as a
local church pastor and as a traveling evangelist. Although passionate about evangelism,
the hell-fire messages that formed his early faith journey seemed less effective to him. As
the years went on, his messages took on a more “how to” form and appealed more and
more to felt needs.
I began pastoral ministry thirty-seven years after my father’s conversion during
the zenith of the Baby Boomer-focused ministries. While I had an appreciation for the
new forms of evangelism, I thought it was disconnected from the questions that many of
my peers had been asking. Through the help of some mentors, about ten years ago I
began to see evangelism less as a process to win an argument and more as a journey
taken with fellow sojourners. I began to see it less as a mental ascent to foundational
truths about God and Jesus and more of a way of life.
Through many conversations with my father, I have come to recognize that the
evolution that my father and I have gone through in the last fifty-one years is a
microcosm of the way in which American evangelicals have changed the way they
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communicate their faith over the last fifty years. Robert Webber outlines a succinct
summary of the changes in the American evangelical church in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Robert Webber’s Summary of the Evangelical Tradition in America

Era of origin

Traditional Evangelicals
Modern post-World War
II era (1950-1970)

Pragmatic Evangelical
Revolution of the
sixties (1970-1980)

Organized

1970-1980

1980-1990

Institutionalized 3

1970-1990

1990-2000

Place of reason in
faith

The evidence that
demands a verdict

Rational,
experiential

Mystery but Christianity is
intelligible.

Worldview

Truth separated from
experience so that a new
worldview can stand on
its own

Truth and experience
go hand in hand.

Truth must be embodied.
Truth is known only by
those who live it.

Type of apologetic

Rational apologetics;
stands the test of reason

Success apologetics;
it works

Incarnational apologetics;
the community lives it

Revelation

An inerrant Bible is the
foundation upon which
truth is based

The Bible is the
foundation of
knowledge.
Christianity starts with
an authoritative Bible.
Inerrancy held but not
an issue

Knowledge is incarnate in
the person of Jesus Christ.
The Bible infallibly takes
us to Jesus, the living
embodiment of truth.

Christian theory
and the social
sciences

Social sciences are used
to support Christianity.

The social sciences are
points of contact.

Theology is the queen of
sciences.
Sciences are interpreted by
theology not the other way
around.

Christianity and
philosophy

Philosophy is used to
support a Christian
worldview.

Attention is given to
Christianity as a
philosophy of meaning.

Philosophy returns to a
way of life: wisdom and
guidance.

3

Younger Evangelicals
Postmodern, post 9/11 era
(2000- )

Webber notes that “evangelical groups follow a cycle of birth led by Charismatic leaders. Each
new movement follows the pattern of becoming organized and eventually institutionalized” (45).
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While how evangelicals communicate the gospel has changed, the why has been
shown more consistency. The tenets of evangelicalism have, for the most part, remained
fairly consistent. Webber notes that one of the defining characteristics of evangelicalism
is its theological continuity (14).
Motives for Evangelism
The reasons that evangelical churches and individuals attempt to communicate the
gospel are very diverse. Some of the core values that motivate evangelistic efforts are
healthy and biblical; others stem from insecurities or selfishness. Very few books on
evangelism directly address the core values that fuel evangelistic efforts. 4 The
assumption is probably valid that if people buy and take time to read a book on
evangelism, some sort of value that motivates them to participate in evangelistic efforts
already exists within them.
Many of the theological underpinnings of the evangelical movement in the past
fifty years have become so incorporated in both the individual and corporate belief
system that they have become enduring tenets. In short, some of these theological beliefs
have become core beliefs or core values that have dictated decisions and priorities. The
essential and/or presumed tenets of evangelical theology are beyond the scope of this
paper; however, the following are some of the theological influences that individuals and
churches in the evangelical tradition have used as motivation for evangelistic efforts.

4

One exception to this rule is Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg’s book, Becoming a Contagious
Christian. They take time to articulate that the church’s motivation for evangelism should be God’s
concern for lost people. By implication, they argue that if lost people matter to God, they also should matter
to the church.
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The Association of Discipleship with Obedience
Jesus tells his disciples in John’s Gospel, “If you love me, you will obey what I
command” (John 14:15, NRSV). As a result, an essential part of discipleship for many
evangelicals is obedience to Jesus’ commandments. Obedience is summed up by the
popular evangelical slogan, “God said it, I believe it, and that settles it.” Using Jesus’
Great Commission as a guideline, many evangelicals have understood their motivation
for evangelistic efforts as simple obedience to Jesus’ command.
Proponents such as Roland Allen and Donald McGavaran have been instrumental
in perpetuating this motivation among evangelicals by stressing the importance of every
church fulfilling the Great Commission in their immediate context.
The irony for especially traditional and pragmatic evangelicals is that many have
understood the Great Commission to mean to invite others to join them at church. In
doing so, evangelicals have turned the Great Commission upside down and created a
motivation to “bring them to us” instead of “going out to them.” Note Guder et al. in
contrast, “‘Mission’ means, ‘sending,’ and it is the central biblical theme describing the
purpose of God’s action in human history” (4).
One limitation of using obedience to the Great Commission as a motivation for
evangelistic efforts is guilt. Eddie Gibbs observes, “Guilt is a poor motivator and is
subject to the law of diminishing returns.… The obligation has to be felt [original
emphasis] if it is to be willingly and consistently obeyed” (55-56).
Human Nature and Destiny
Biblically speaking, all human beings stand under the judgment of God and are in
desperate need of redemption:
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There is no one who is righteous, not even one; there is no one who has
understanding, no one who seeks God. All have turned away, they have
together become worthless; there is no one who does good, not even one.
(Rom. 3:10-12)
A deep belief especially among older evangelicals was that people outside of God’s grace
were destined for eternal retribution. Influential on these older evangelicals were the
nineteenth-century missionaries who saw their mission to rescue perishing souls from
eternal retribution:
Amy Carmichael had a vision of Christians sleeping near a cliff while
multitudes continued to fall off the edge. Hudson Taylor, founder of the
China Inland Mission, had a similar picture. C. T. Studd, the pioneer
missionary to Africa and founder of the World-wide Evangelistic Crusade,
wrote the following couplet, “Some would live within the sound of chapel
or church bell. I would rather run a rescue shop within a yard of Hell.”
(Gibbs 61-62)
While a motivation for evangelism based on escaping hellfire feels judgmental and
condescending to many younger evangelicals, the worldview of the older evangelicals
was a clear dichotomy between who is “in” and who is “out” of God’s grace.
Older evangelicals often spoke of “a passion for souls.” D. L. Moody expresses
his own mission in the context of a sea rescue: “I look upon this world as a wrecked
vessel. Its ruin is getting nearer and nearer. God said to me, ‘Moody, here is the lifeboat.
Rescue as many as you can before the crash comes’” (qtd. in Gibbs 60).
Among younger evangelicals, this motivation is more nuanced. Most younger
evangelicals do not want to be associated with hell fire preachers or doomsday sandwichboard characters of yesterday; however, the concern for human beings is no less fervent.
Instead younger evangelicals understand that people not only need God because they will
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die someday but because they need to live today and become all that God wants them to
be for a preferred world tomorrow. Brian D. McLaren 5 sums up this distinction well:
In [the older evangelical] way of telling the gospel,… there were always
two key questions:
1. If you were to die tonight, do you know for certain that you’d go to be
with God in heaven?
2. If Jesus returned today, would you be ready to meet God?
Jesus is important because he paid for your sins when he died on the cross,
so if you die tonight, or if Jesus returns today, you’ll be forgiven and can
enter heaven.
But in this new understanding of the gospel, two very different
questions come to mind:
1. If you were to live for another fifty years, what kind of person would
you like to become−and how will you become that kind of person?
2. If Jesus doesn’t return for ten thousand years or ten million years, what
kind of world do we want to create?
Here Jesus is important because he leads you and forms you to become a
better and better person, and the kind of people who truly follow his way
will create a good and beautiful world. (Last Word 171)
Younger evangelicals, then, find disturbing dialogue in which people are talking more
about hell after this life than about hell here and now.
Whether the zeal is for this world or the next, this concern for human beings can
draw out the best motivations for evangelistic efforts. Paul’s example in Acts for the
church at Ephesus is illustrative of how this motivation can be very positive. “So be on
your guard! Remember that for three years I never stopped warning each of you night and
day with tears” (Acts 20:31). In addition, Paul’s loving concern for his own people and
their plight comes through in his letter to the Romans. “I have great sorrow and unceasing
anguish in my heart. For I could wish that I myself were cursed and cut off from Christ
for the sake of my brothers, those of my own race” (Rom. 9:2-3).

5

Brian McLaren is noted by Webber as being the leader of the younger evangelicals (16).
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In contrast, the Scriptures describe Jonah’s apathy and judgmental detachment as
the antithesis of this motivation:
[Jonah] prayed to the LORD, “O LORD, is this not what I said when I was
still at home? That is why I was so quick to flee to Tarshish. I knew that
you are a gracious and compassionate God, slow to anger and abounding
in love, a God who relents from sending calamity. Now, O LORD, take
away my life, for it is better for me to die than to live.” (Jon. 4:2-3)
For centuries, the book of Jonah has served as a reminder that followers of Yahweh are
blessed not for their own sake; rather, they are blessed in order to bless the world.
Premillennial Eschatology
Most evangelicals today have subscribed to a premillennial view of eschatology.
According to this viewpoint, the time is getting short before Jesus will come and rapture
away his true followers. His second coming will be, in the words of Paul, “like a thief in
the night” (1 Thess. 5:2).
The Pauline epistles are full of admonishments to make the most of one’s times
because the days are evil:
Be very careful, then, how you live−not as unwise but as wise, making the
most of every opportunity, because the days are evil. Therefore do not be
foolish, but understand what the Lord’s will is. (Eph. 5:15-17)
Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every
opportunity. (Col. 4:5)
The sense of urgency of Christ’s imminent return continues to be just as prevalent today
among evangelicals as it was among the first-century Christians. Thirty years ago the
most popular Christian movie genre was the rapture movie. Today, the best-selling
Christian books are fictional works based on premillennial interpretations of eschatology.
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A limitation to this motivation is that the great urgency it brings lends itself to
being more of an “escape from the fire” form of discipleship rather than entering into a
relationship with God so that the Holy Spirit can make Christ alive in oneself.

Postmillennial Eschatology
Much less popular today but prevalent in earlier generations of evangelicals was a
postmillennial understanding of Christ’s second coming. Groups such as the Student
Volunteer Movement were driven by the belief that a limited number of people, known
only to God, needed to be gathered “into the fold.” Jesus taught that “I have other sheep
that are not of this sheep pen. I must bring them also. They too will listen to my voice,
and there shall be one flock and one shepherd” (John 10:16). Those who were motivated
by this idea believed the Lord’s return would be delayed until that number had been
reached.
The Doxological Motive
Jesus’ ministry was centered around bringing glory to his heavenly Father:
“Now my soul is troubled. And what should I say—‘Father, save me from
this hour’? No, it is for this reason that I have come to this hour. Father,
glorify your name.” Then a voice came from heaven, “I have glorified it,
and I will glorify it again.” (John 12:27-29)
I have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to
do. And now, Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with
you before the world began. (John 17:4-5)
Likewise, some evangelicals have strived to be persons that also bring glory to the Father.
Jesus, during his Sermon on the Mount told his followers, “In the same way, let your
light shine before others, so that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in
heaven” (Matt. 5:16).
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Johannes Verkuyl describes this concern for God’s greater glory as the
doxological motive of mission. He writes, “People who know the true and living God
discover that he is such a delight that they want others to get acquainted with and live in
fellowship with him as well” (qtd. in Gibbs 59). To bring glory to other persons means to
improve their reputation. When those who claim the name of Jesus improve his
reputation in the world through their good deeds, they are exercising the doxological
motive of mission.
The Nature of the Christian Life
For many evangelicals, a crucial part of the Christian life is making other
Christians. Jesus told his disciples to “come, follow me,… and I will make you fishers of
men” (Matt. 4:19, NIV). The early Christians understood that following and fishing are
inseparably linked. Paul would write to the early Christians that because “he died for all,
that those who live should no longer live for themselves but for him who died for them
and was raised again” (2 Cor. 5:15). One’s redemption through Christ’s atonement is not
simply for one’s own benefit but for the sake of the world.
The nature of the Christian life is such that when one separates “fishing” from
“following,” one has broken the stream of grace from God, through Christ, to us, and
finally to the world. In the words of E. Stanley Jones, “When we try to stop that stream
within ourselves, then God has a simple expedient—He shuts off the stream. No stream
through you to others, then no stream for yourselves; no contagion, no contribution” (21).
Love’s nature, by contrast, is outgoing.
[Y]ou can’t just love yourself, for that would not be love. Love by its very
nature is outgoing, sharing, contagious.…There is no such thing as
ingrown spirituality. Just as an ingrown toenail ceases to be a blessing and
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becomes a blight in the very act of growing in, so spirituality turns into a
blight unless it is outgoing in redemption. (22-23)
Faith has to participate in the redemption of others in order to be a blessing.
Consequently, Paul exhorts his friend Philemon, “I pray that you may be active in sharing
your faith, so that you will have a full understanding of every good thing we have in
Christ” (Phil. 1:6).
The Nature of God
Probably the highest motivation for evangelistic efforts, like all human strivings,
stems from the very nature of God. This concept is developed in greater detail later in this
chapter.
In short, the essence of God’s nature is love. The kind of love that God expresses
is an outpouring, giving love. In the words of Jesus, “God so loved the world that he
gave” (John 3:16a). Jones observes, “God is love; and love is outgoing, sharing its very
highest with those whom it loves. It couldn’t be love unless it did this. It would change its
nature if it refused to be outgoing and sharing its best” (18).
What motivates people to share their faith is very important to the health of the
Church, to God’s mission in the world, and to the discipleship process. Jones observes,
“Evangelism will not become a natural, normal part of the life of the Christian until the
motives for it are clarified” (3). Moreover, one’s motivation will probably have a direct
bearing on the methodology used to share one’s faith.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
According to Jurgen Moltmann, one of the most misunderstood and nebulous
doctrines of Christianity is the doctrine of the Trinity:
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Many people view the theological doctrine of the Trinity as a speculation
for theological specialists, which has nothing to do with real life. That is
why modern Protestants like to content themselves with the young
Melancthon’s maxim: “We adore the mysteries of the Godhead. That is
better than to investigate them.” (Trinity and the Kingdom 1)
Nevertheless, upon a closer look, this review of literature demonstrates that one’s
understanding of the Trinity can provide a foundation for being more effective at
evangelism. This review of literature seeks to affirm with Ron Crandall that “The
revelation of God as Holy Trinity is one of the most important and one of the most
neglected areas of teaching related to evangelism” (29).
Historical Context
The term “Trinity” was first introduced by Tertillian of Cathage about a hundred
years after the completion of the New Testament; however, the foundation of a
Trinitarian theology is found throughout the teachings of Jesus and among the writers of
the New Testament:
“If you really knew me, you would know my Father as well. From now
on, you do know him and have seen him.” Philip said, “Lord, show us the
Father and that will be enough for us.” Jesus answered: “Don’t you know
me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? Anyone
who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the
Father’?… And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another
Counselor to be with you forever−the Spirit of truth. The world cannot
accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know
him, for he lives with you and will be in you.” (John 14:7-9, 16-17)
While not explicit in the New Testament, concepts of the Trinity were certainly being
expressed in their embryonic form.
In the early Church, Christianity experienced the Trinity directly and personally,
not necessarily in an abstract or philosophical sense. The first disciples experienced Christ
exercising authority over nature, forgiving sin, raising the dead, and rising from the dead
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himself. The Church has also experienced the Spirit ever since Pentecost, in the gifts and
fruit of the Spirit, as well as in supernatural guidance, comfort, and deliverance. The
biblical witness of the Trinity was almost always in very personal, dynamic, concrete,
and sometimes intimate terms:
That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have
seen with our eyes, which we have looked at and our hands have
touched−this we proclaim concerning the Word of life. The life appeared;
we have seen it and testify to it, and we proclaim to you the eternal life,
which was with the Father and has appeared to us. We proclaim to you
what we have seen and heard, so that you also may have fellowship with
us. And our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son, Jesus Christ.…
We know that we live in him and he in us, because he has given us of his
Spirit. And we have seen and testify that the Father has sent his Son to be
the Savior of the world. If anyone acknowledges that Jesus is the Son of
God, God lives in him and he in God. (1 John 1:1-3; 4:13-15)
While the writers of the New Testament did not develop (nor seemed interested in
developing) a more abstract understanding of the Trinity, their experience of God was
Trinitarian.
The early Church fathers. For the early Church fathers, coming to a clear
articulation of the Trinty was a way of separating themselves from the other ancient
near-Eastern conceptions of God or cosmology. To avoid either modalism or tritheism,
the Church fathers chose to think of the Trinity with two limiting concepts: perichoresis
and appropriation.
Perichoresis recognizes that although each member can be thought of in an
individual manner, this individualistic perspective must be tempered with the reality that
each member of the Trinity is involved (penetrating) in the act of the others. Catherine
Mowry LaCugna explains that the early church fathers had a very relational
understanding of the Trinity:
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In an attempt to describe the relational structure and unity of the Trinity,
John Damascene and other church fathers employed the concept of
perichoresis to signify the mutual interanimation and dynamic reciprocity
of the divine persons. This relationship can only be understood as an
irreducible [original emphasis] relational dynamic that simultaneously
affirms both [original emphasis] individuality and mutuality.” (270-71)
Appropriation is the flip side of the doctrine of perichoresis. In appropriation, one
considers the appropriate nature of reflecting on the work of each member in the
economy of salvation.
Lesslie Newbigin argues that as time went on, in contrast to the years after the
apostles (the era of Christendom), the doctrine of the Trinity began to be of less
importance:
Not that there has been any widespread tendency among devout Christians
to deny the doctrine, but simply that it has usually been regarded as a
venerable formulation handed down from the past, or−perhaps in an
apologetic situation−a troublesome piece of theological baggage which is
best kept out of sight. (32)
Consequently, the doctrine of the Trinity became not as much a personal experience and
more of an abstract formulation.
Enlightenment thought has often viewed that the way to understand a thing is to
divide it into smaller parts. As a result, Western attempts to explain the Trinity have often
been in static and impersonal terms: the three sides of a triangle, the three parts of an egg,
or the three forms of H2O−water, steam, and ice. The Enlightenment viewed the Trinity
as an awkward doctrine to avoid. From Schleiermacher to Tillich, theologians for over
150 years relegated Trinitarian theology to an appendix (Pelikan 259). Ironically,
Western Christians today often view the Trinity not as someone to encounter but as a
principle to master.
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Eastern and Western Christians in the balance. Attempts via analogy or
metaphor to get to an understanding of the Trinity are inherently inadequate. Likewise,
Trinitarian language that derives meaning from a wider context such as “person” or
“substance” falls short in describing the true nature of the Trinity. Even those terms
invented uniquely to describe the Trinity such as homousios seem to be rooted more in
philosophical bias than organic biblical terms.
By way of example, Tertullian’s usage of persona is dominated by a custom that
emphasizes the plurality of roles (masks) used by a single actor. Therefore, to speak of
the Trinity as “persons” is an accurate description of the doctrine. That is, behind God as
“Father,” “Son,” and “Holy Spirit” is a single “actor” or substance who is “God.” Today,
“person” carries the connotation of autonomy much stronger than in Tertullian’s day. As
a result, persona now lends itself to tritheism.
The ideas of perichoresis and appropriation are two ways in which theological
constructs guard the logical outcomes of the limitations of language.
Accomodation. Accomodation stresses that while each person of the Trinity is a
part of the actions of the others, distinctions can be made in their roles. God is a person
unified in purpose derived out of a single substance (Godness) while acting as three
persons in the creation, salvation, and sustenance of the world.
The Western tradition of Christianity has latched on to this relational aspect of the
fellowship of the Trinity. As a result, subordinationism or modalism (the mode or
function of each member of the Trinity dictating the nature of the Trinity) is the danger
into which Western Christianity has most easily fallen. R. Paul Stevens observes that in
Western Trinitarian approaches, “God appears to be one in spite of [original emphasis]
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being Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. A biblical approach reverently affirms the opposite.
God is one because [original emphasis] he is three” (59). This issue was central in the
filioque controversy, which divided the Church into East and West.
Perichoresis. Unlike the Western church, the Eastern church maintained the
salutary nature of the Trinity. “God is Love,” the Bible declares (1 John 4:16). An
incomplete understanding of God would make him seem a narcissistic Monad.
Orthodox theologians concluded that the love of God must exist as an eternal
movement among the members of the Trinity, or perichoresis. Perichoresis attempts to
bridge the unity and yet distinctiveness of the action of each person of the Trinity. The
emphasis is on the unity of will in action, coming from the being of the Trinity. Eastern
traditions maintain the relationships among the persons of the Trinity as being
ontological−each person has a differing “mode of beingness” that comes from specific
relations such as “begotton” or “breathed” within the Trinity. As David E. Bjork notes,
“Perichoresis contains the image of intimacy and of pure reciprocity that does not result
in confusion or loss of identity” (32).
Perichoresis can be literally translated as “dancing.” In effect, the love of the
Trinity is the holy dance of God, a living out of the loving relationships among Father,
Son, and Spirit. The holy dance exists because God is love. Recent understanding of the
nature of quantum particles suggests that the structure of the universe also appears to be
based on relationships. Quantum particles do not really exist in isolation; rather, they
exist in relationship to each other. Researchers have only scratched the surface of the
complex relationships among matter, energy, space, and time. At the Center for NonLinear Studies in Sante Fe, New Mexico, matter is speculated to be nothing more than
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vibrating threads of energy. Human bodies are the organization of “dancing energy”
(Sweet 59). Every atom of creation is putting off a vibration, much like sound or a dance:
The beginnings of the Bible is a hymn, a creation hymn. Actually, onethird of the Bible is either poetry or hymn. Genesis 1 hymns how God
created the world: “And God said, ‘Let there be light’ and there was
light.” Creation was sounded forth, literally. Sound became sight. Cosmic
vibrations became galactic visions. (64)
In short, the “glue” that holds the most basic building blocks of the universe is literally a
dance that takes place interrelated to one another similar to the Trinity’s dance.
God’s activity in continually creating his universe is also the product of
vibrations. Sound waves may have helped shape how the cosmos was structured by
organizing the pattern of galaxy clusters and voids seen in the night sky. Alexander S.
Szalay argues that the acoustic oscillations (matter in motion) given off when the
universe was a cosmic soup and fog of protons and electrons helped to structure the
matter of the universe into galaxies and galaxy clusters (qtd. in Sweet 65). He and other
scientists argue that the world is the creation of acoustic waves or, in effect, matter in
motion.
Consequently, a complete Trinitarian theology makes possible a total relational
theology of the universe. The God of the holy dance relates not just to himself but also to
the world he has created. As one resonates with the holy dance, one is resonating with the
created order of the universe.
Mission in the Trinity as Ontological
C. S. Lewis explains that in order for love to exist in the Trinity, God must be at
least two persons:
All sorts of people are fond of repeating the Christian statement that “God
is love.” But they seem not to notice that the words “God is love” have no
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real meaning unless God contains at least two Persons. Love is something
that one person has for another person. If God was a single person, then
before the world was made, He was not love.… [Christians] believe that
the living, dynamic activity of love has been going on in God forever and
has created everything else.
And that, by the way, is perhaps the most important difference
between Christianity and all other religions: that in Christianity God is not
a static thing−not even a person but a dynamic, pulsating activity, a life,
almost kind of drama. Almost, if you will not think me irreverent, a kind
of dance. The union between the Father and the Son is such a live concrete
thing that this union itself is also a Person. (95)
Understanding the doctrine of the Trinity, then, is crucial to an understanding of mission.
As one understands the being of the Trinity, one begins to get a picture of one’s
relationship with others. This eternal love or, in Lewis’ words, “the dance” between the
members of the Trinity becomes a model of one’s relationship with the world. Moltmann
writes, “Creation is part of the eternal love affair between the Father and the Son. It
springs forth from the Father’s love for the Son and is redeemed by the answering love of
the Son for the Father” (Trinity and the Kingdom 59).
Mission, therefore, does not begin with Matthew’s Great Commission to “go and
make disciples”; rather, it begins in the heart of God, at the core of his being. Jesus
speaks to his disciples in John 20:21-22: “Again Jesus said, ‘Peace be with you! As the
Father has sent me, I am sending you.’ And with that he breathed on them and said,
‘Receive the Holy Spirit.’” Mission is from God, through the Son, in the power of the
Holy Spirit. It is not fruit of a divine strategy meeting but simply a reflection of who the
Trinity is.
Love’s nature, however, does not stay inward focused but becomes other
centered. Quoting Psedu-Dionysius, Moltmann writes, “Love does not permit the love to
rest in himself. It draws out of himself, so that he may be entirely in the beloved”
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(Church in the Power 58). The core of God’s being is to go outside of himself. The
salvation history of God reflects the continual reaching of God out from himself: creation
ex nihlo, the redemption of the world by Christ, and the ultimate consummation of history
as the Spirit draws all of creation to his love. All of these acts outside of the Trinity are a
reflection of the love inside the members of the Trinity. Therefore, the love in the Trinity
is not closed but open:
[God’s love] is open for its own sending. It is “open” in order that it may
“make itself open”—may manifest itself—in the coming of the Spirit. It is
open for men and for all creation. The life of God within the Trinity
cannot be conceived of as a closed circle—the symbol of perfection and
self-sufficiency. A Christian doctrine of the Trinity … must conceive the
Trinity as the Trinity of the sending and seeking love of God which is
open from its very origin. The triune God is the God who is open to man,
open to the world and open to time. (56)
Therefore, an accurate understanding of the Trinity enables one to see God not as a ball
of energy or some kind of force but in very personal terms. An accurate understanding of
the Trinity helps one to see God as one who will stoop to anything to reach humanity.
Mission as a Resonance of Love
One’s own sending in mission is patterned after this love and, on a deeper level,
participates in God’s love. Mission, in its purest form, flows out of one’s relationship
with the Trinity. As one’s life is caught up in the inner love of the Trinity, one is also
caught up in this other-centered love for creation. One is caught up in the dance of the
Trinity. Jesus illustrates being caught up in the inner love of the Trinity in his prayer to
the Father in “I have made you known to them, and will continue to make you known in
order that the love you have for me may be in them and that I myself may be in them”
(John 17:26).
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When two vibrating energies move toward each other and those vibrations are in
sympathy with each other, the vibrations are in “resonance” (Billah and Scanlan). One
has an intuitive sense of resonance in the common vernacular. When two people resonate,
one says that they are “on the same wavelength” or “in tune with each other.” Enormous
energy is released in resonance. Physically speaking, when the frequency or vibrations of
one entity matches the frequency of another, a tremendous explosion of energy ensues.
The explosion of energy has happened in places such as the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in
Washington. When the wind passing through the Puget Sound created a double
oscillation that matched the frequency of the bridge, the bridge collapsed. Clemson
University officials discovered something similar. After an investigation as to why their
stadium was crumbling, they discovered that the song “Louie Louie” gave off frequencies
that perfectly matched the frequency of the stadium (Sweet 69-70).
When one is in tune with the resonance of the Trinity, spiritually speaking,
enormous energy is also released. One becomes conduits of the love of the Trinity for the
world. Theologically speaking, then, mission is only grounded legitimately in the love of
the Trinity and, as David Seamands notes, flows out of one’s participation with it:
Whenever it flows out of anything else—our own personal ego needs, our
need to earn God’s approval or the approval of others; even our response
to the desperate plight of the lost and broken humanity—it has lost its
ultimate ground and cannot be sustained. No one has grasped and
articulated this better than Oswald Chambers. In speaking specifically
about the missionary task he puts it like this:
The need can never be the call for missionary enterprise. The need
is the opportunity. The call is the commission of Jesus Christ and
relationship to His Person. “All power is given to me;… go ye
therefore [original emphasis].” Any work for God that has less
than a passion for Jesus Christ as its motive will end in crushing
heartbreak and discouragement. (9-10)
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David Bosch points out that “a sect which claims to have a monopoly on salvation
usually does not welcome the free interchange of outsiders” (137). Nevertheless, the
Pauline churches of the New Testament are qualitatively different than that estimation.
One might argue that the reason for this dichotomy was that they were caught up in the
dance or resonance of the Trinity to such an extent that “they [were] characterized by a
missionary drive which [saw] in the outsider a potential insider” (137).
Caught by God’s Contagion
Mission is God’s contagion. It is not learned by studying abstract ideas about
mission but caught by participation in it. More accurately, as one participates in the love
of the Trinity, this divine mission catches the participator. Lewis uses the metaphor of
infection to describe one’s participation in the Trinity:
The whole dance, or drama, or pattern of this three-Personal life is to be
played out in each one of us; or (putting it the other way round) each one
of us has got to enter that pattern, take his place in the dance. Good things
as well as bad, you know are caught by a kind of infection. If you want to
get warm you must stand near the fire: if you want to be wet you must get
into the water. If you want joy, power, peace, eternal life, you must get
close to, or even into, the thing that has them. If you are close to it, the
spray will wet you: if you are not, you will remain dry. (95-96)
The Eastern Orthodox tradition of Christianity has a language to describe a Godinfection: theosis. According to the Eastern Orthodox tradition, through spiritual
formation, God can become so a part of oneself that God permeates one’s body, soul, and
life. One “catches” the “infection” of God and becomes contagious to everyone with
whom one comes in to contact.
The diversity that exists in the Trinity additionally sheds light on one’s own
mission. The Trinity is not one because they are all identical but one in spite of their
diversity. Similarly, Christian mission flows out of community and love for the other, not
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because each person is identical. Instead, everyone is one by participation in the divine
love. Jesus prayed in John that Christians might likewise experience what the Trinity has
always enjoyed:
Now this is eternal life: that they may know you, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom you have sent. I have brought you glory on earth by
completing the work you gave me to do. And now, Father, glorify me in
your presence with the glory I had with you before the world began. I have
revealed you to those whom you gave me out of the world. They were
yours; you gave them to me and they have obeyed your word.… I am
coming to you now, but I say these things while I am still in the world, so
that they may have the full measure of my joy within them. I have given
them your word and the world has hated them, for they are not of the
world any more than I am of the world.… My prayer is not for them alone.
I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message, that all
of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May
they also be in us so that the world may believe that you have sent me.
(John 17:3-6, 13-14, 20-21)
Consequently, mission is not about creating uniform disciples but about harmonizing
one’s uniqueness into this rhythm and dance, which is the love of the Trinity .
Ecclesiology
The Church, therefore, does not so much have a mission but rather the mission
has a Church. “It is not the church that has a mission of salvation to fulfill to the world; it
is the mission of the Son and the Spirit through the Father that includes the church,
creating a church as it goes on its way” (Moltmann, Church in the Power 64).
Mission at its essence is not an activity of the Church but an attribute of God.
Bosch explains that “God is a missionary God.… Mission is thereby seen as a movement
from God to the world; the church is viewed as an instrument for that mission.… There is
a church because there is a mission, not visa versa” (390).
The love of the Trinity is what drives every authentic community of God’s to
move beyond themselves to love the world. Of the early Church, Bosch writes, “Behind
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all these expressions lies the idea of a sacrifice or offering that is given out of love and
because of the love Paul and his communities have received from God through Christ”
(139). Paul in the New Testament lived beyond himself in both words and deeds:
Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as possible. To the Jews I became like a Jew, to
win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law
(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the law.
To those not having the law I became like one not having the law (though
I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as to win
those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I
have become all things to all men so that by all possible means I might
save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share in its
blessings. (1 Cor. 9:19-23)
For Paul, then, the how of mission was inconsequential in light of the why of mission: the
love of the Trinity.
The image of the Trinity as the model for mission and, subsequently, the model
for the Church cannot be understated. For Moltmann, the expressions of the church in its
various forms is found in the love of the Trinity:
We cannot therefore say what [original emphasis] the church is in all
circumstances and what it comprises in itself. But we can tell where
[original emphasis] the church happens.… [The] church is present
wherever “the manifestation of the Spirit” (1 Cor. 12:7) takes place.…
Thus the whole being of the church is marked by participation in the
history of God’s dealings with the world. The Apostles’ Creed expresses
this truth by integrating the credo ecclesiam in the credo in deum
triumnum. And no ecclesiology should sink below this level. (Church in
the Power 65)
For Moltmann, then, Christian ecclesiology (credo ecclesiam) derives from the Christian
understanding of the Trinity (credo in deum triumnum). Ecclesiastical forms are therefore
fluid expressions of the credo in deum triumnum.
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The Ontology of Mission
Evangelism, from a biblical perspective, has much less to do with mastering
techniques or methodologies and much more to do with learning the dance of the Trinity.
The primitive churches did not have evangelistic “programs” per se. Instead, as Bosch
notes, “[T]hey [were] missionary by their very nature, through their unity, mutual love,
exemplary conduct, and radiant joy” (168).
Evangelism, then, from a biblical perspective is much more ontological than
methodological, much more to do with being than doing. Guder et al. note that the
gospels often express mission in ontological terms:
Key images of God’s alternative community, the missional church, are
found in the Gospel’s descriptions of the people of God as “salt of the
earth,” a “light of the world,” and a “city set on a hill.” These images
suggest that mission is not just what the church does [original emphasis];
it is what the church is [original emphasis]. Saltiness is not an action; it is
the very character of salt. Similarly, light or city on a hill need not do
anything in order to be seen.… Who the community is and how it lives
points to God and is an invitation to join the community in praising God.
The church by its life together shows others the nature of the reign of God.
The church is a preview of life under the rule of God in the age to come.
(128)
To use Jesus’ words, the church, then, is the expression of the kingdom of God on Earth.
A kingdom is, by its nature, not something one does but something for which one is
caught up.
The twenty-first century American church, not surprisingly, is hung up on doing
instead of being. For twenty-first century Americans, “who you are” is much less
important than “what you do.” Common language in ecclesiastical circles includes
phrases such as, “extending the reign of God” and “building the kingdom of God.” The
implication is mission is a sales project providing a place where God’s kingdom may
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reside. In contrast to this assumption, Guder et al. observe that mission as a sales project
is not indigenous language to the New Testament:
The verbs to build and to extend are not found in the New Testament’s
grammar for the reign of God.… The words most often evoke quite a
different spirit and, therefore, a very different missional identity and
engagement. The New Testament employs the words receive and enter.
(93-94)
Jesus’ image of God’s kingdom is an analogy for the passiveness of a child: “I tell you
the truth, anyone who will not receive the kingdom of God like a little child will never
enter it” (Luke 18:17).
“Being” is such a prevalent theme in Jesus’ teaching that Jesus explains that
without “being” one is worthless to his mission: “You are the salt of the earth. But if the
salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything,
except to be thrown out and trampled by men” (Matt 5:13).
Therefore, perhaps the greatest undervalued aspect of evangelism is the internal
landscape of one’s soul:
If evangelism means those who know Christ introducing him to those who
don’t, then those who are seeking to make him known must themselves
reflect an intimate relationship with the Lord. Otherwise the introductions
are likely to prove abortive. We cannot convincingly introduce people to
some we knew a long time ago or to someone we simply read about.
(Gibbs 58)
To frame the issue in the language of Eastern Orthodoxy, unless Christians are formed in
Christ to the extent that God permeates one’s body, soul, and life (theosis), one is not
able to “spread” the “infection” of God.
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Conclusion
A recapturing of biblical evangelism means learning to hear the music, to resonate
with the music, and to dance with the sound and movement of the Trinity. McLaren uses
the metaphor well:
Evangelism as dance begins with something beyond yourself. Think of a
song that comes to you somehow from somewhere. At first you may catch
only a note here, a phrase there, and it may sound strange. But once you
really hear [original emphasis] it, once you pick it up, once it finds its way
into your soul and begins to play there, it feels so familiar, so natural, that
you wonder if you have made it up yourself. Yet the song’s splendor and
grandeur and mystery convince you that its origin lies beyond your own
imagination.… You find yourself humming the song, tapping your finger
to it, whistling it,… and you wonder “Where did this come from? Who
wrote this song? How did it get into my head?”
So the gospel comes to you not like a commercial on the radio or TV
or a political slogan in a campaign or a scientific formula in a classroom,
but like a song. It sneaks up on you, and then sneaks inside you.
Somewhere in your journey through life, you begin to hear this song
whose music captures your heart with its rhythm, melody, ambience, and
glory, and you begin to move to its rhythm. Thus you enter the dance.
Over time, your whole life begins to harmonize to the song. Its
rhythm awakens you; its tempo moves you, so you resonate with its tone
and flow with this melody. The lyric gradually convinces you that the
entire world was meant to share in this song with its message, its joy, its
dance. (More Ready Than You Realize 15-16)
While much has changed in the cultural landscape of the last fifty years in America, the
motivation for why one does evangelism has remained the same for the last two thousand
years. Evangelism, from a biblical perspective, is less about doing a task and more about
being a certain kind of person.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Summary of the Problem
In a 2007 study of over thirty-thoussand churches from six denominations in
America, Martha Grace Reese discovered that less than one half of 1 percent of
congregations baptized more than five adults a year over a three year period (Reese 30).6
Among this small percentage of effective churches, the essence of their effectiveness is
often misunderstood. Many try to replicate the outward forms of these effective churches
without attempting to understand the inner values that drive the outer forms.
This chapter shows the design of the study, the process of its development, the
objectives of the research, and the research questions.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to discover if these churches that were considered
highly effective at evangelism have as one of their core values evangelism and to
examine what this core value looks like in the life of a local congregation. This study
hoped to identify the relationship between core values of evangelism and evangelistic
effectiveness. This study was not exhaustive of evangelistic motivations or
methodologies but an attempt to observe how one can nurture healthy motivations for
evangelism in the local church.
Research Questions
Four primary questions drove the research in this study. The research questions
attempted to observe the core value of evangelism in action. Some of the data collected
6

Reese’s research was focused on Mainline churches that were primarily Caucasian and not from

the South.
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had to do with questions asked and observations made during interviews. Other
observations of cultural identifiers such as use of language and symbols were identified.
The second part of the data collected came from a researcher-designed instrument
consisting of six questions in a questionnaire format. The questions asked the informants
to rank or prioritize values that would influence evangelism either in the context of what
their church did or how they perceived themselves or what they believed was God’s
ideal.
Research Question #1
How do highly effective evangelistic churches articulate their commitment to
evangelism?
The presumption of this question is that evangelism does not just happen; there
must be an intentional effort in order to be effective. What kind of language is used to
describe the evangelistic process? How are people that are not Christians viewed by
people in these churches? How do people in these churches see themselves in relation to
the larger culture in which they live? For those who have attended other churches that
were presumably less effective at evangelism, how do the effective churches cultures
compare? Do the churches perceive themselves as effective at evangelism? If they did
perceive themselves as effective, how did they measure effectiveness so that they knew if
they were succeeding?
The answer to this question helped demonstrate the underlying culture of
evangelism. The carefully chosen language and attitudes demonstrated in these effective
churches are at the heart of their effectiveness. In the end, the broader question is whether
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or not these cultural expressions and core values can be replicated in other church
cultures.
Research Question #2
If evangelism is high on their list of core values, how do they nurture this value?
The answer to this research question provides insight as to how the core value of
evangelism has been either intentionally or unintentionally sustained over the years.
Because most churches do not seem to have a core value of evangelism, one can assume
that the core value of evangelism is not easily sustainable over longer periods of time.
How were these effective churches able to sustain this core value over a period of years?
How do these churches communicate in an ongoing and systematic way the
importance of evangelism? Assuming that what organizations measure is reflective of
their values, how do these churches measure their effectiveness at evangelism? What
formal or informal processes are used to get people participating or trained in
evangelism?
Research Question #3
What is perceived as the greater motivational priority communicated in these
churches−evangelism as a Christian duty or evangelism as a response to God’s grace?
This research project was built on the presumption that the highest expression of
evangelistic efforts derives not from outward perceptions of duty or obligation but finds
its roots in the nature of God. More specifically, as one responds to the revelation of God
through the Trinity, one naturally desires for that love to enter into the world of others.
Evangelism, therefore, does not begin with the Great Commission but with the nature and
heart of God.
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By simply existing, people influence those with whom they come into contact.
Jones observes, “Whether we want to or not, we are all converting people to something.
By our not converting we may be converting others to the attitude of not converting.
Since we all are converting to something, I choose to convert to Christ” (17).
Do the informants view evangelism as just another program the church does, or
do they view it as an extension of their being and their life in Christ? If discipleship is
understood as Christlikeness, certainly part of that Christlikeness is the formation of
one’s heart to be like Jesus’ heart. If one’s heart is formed to be like Jesus’ heart, then
one will have a deep concern for lost people much like Jesus did. Ultimately this research
question is concerned with the relationship that should naturally develop between
discipleship and a core value of evangelism.
Research Question #4
How does the evangelistic motivational emphasis presented in these churches
impact their evangelistic methodologies?
The answer to this question demonstrated the thought process between “why” and
“how.” The assumption of this study is that the pursuit of “how” devoid of the “why” of
evangelism is a futile effort. However, observing the “how” in light of the “why” can
shed light on how churches can contextualize their methodologies for optimum
effectiveness.
How do most people in these effective churches come to faith in Christ? What is
the process through which most of them go? How is the medium of the evangelistic
process related to their evangelistic motivation? How does their view of themselves in
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relation to those who are not Christians affect the methodologies employed by these
churches?
Selection of Effective Churches
In consultation with my mentor, I selected the three churches for this research.
The initial criteria was to list churches with a reputation for effectiveness. A short list was
made of churches and the list was narrowed down based the following factors: the
amount the churches have been studied, the accessibility of the churches, and their
perceived openness to being studied. Attempting to diversify the churches as much as
possible further narrowed the list. Diversity of size, age, race, geographic location, and
theology was thought to be helpful in making the observations less about common
methodology and more about deeper issues of values and culture.
Initial research into the churches was done to ensure that the reputation of the
churches matched the actual results. In all three cases, the churches were among the top 1
percent of evangelistically effective churches in the United States.
Contact was then made with the leadership of each of the churches to make sure
they would be interested in participating in the research.
Selection of Subjects
The pastoral staff person in each of the respective churches selected the subjects
for the research. For the interview portion of the research, ten participants were selected
from each church. The subjects varied in age, length of time at the congregation, and
length of time as Christians. The participants had in common their participation in the
evangelistic process through their local churches. Some had come to faith in Christ in
their church. Some had been a part of the evangelistic process on behalf of others who
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had been far from God.
A pastoral staff person in each respective church also helped distribute the
questionnaire. The questionnaire elicited twenty-eight responses from the three churches.
Of these twenty-eight responses, seventeen of them also participated in the interview
portion of the research. In short, 61 percent of those who completed the questionnaire
also participated in the interviews.
Instrumentation
My hope was to get beyond surface explanations of effectiveness and to explore
the inner values of the subjects and the churches. The concept of core values was chosen
because core values can represent both an individual’s and a group’s “heart” without
getting bogged down in the many aspects that make up a congregation’s culture. In the
words of Raymond Williams, “culture [original emphasis] is one of the two or three most
complicated words in the English language” (76-77).
Moreover, the interest of this study was not to try and find the next big idea or
effective methodology as much as it was to identify how hearts became transformed for
mission. As Robert Lewis and Wayne Cordero observe, “Quick fixes may inject a
momentary spiritual high, but can never deliver the more radical, transformational power
you hope for” (xxi).
Measuring the human heart is difficult if not impossible. Human motivation needs
to be understood holistically and not partitioned into smaller parts. As a result, the
instrumentation in this study has focused not just on a cognitive “what ought to be” but
on more emotional indicators−excitement, attraction, pride, and admiration. Aubrey
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Malphurs notes, “[A core value] touches the very heart and soul of the church and elicits
powerful emotions. It is more emotional than intellectual” (84).
The instrumentation used for this study consisted of two parts. The first part was a
qualitative observational study using predetermined interview questions that correlated
with this study’s research questions. This qualitative aspect of the research provides the
most accurate way to describe the phenomenon of core values at work in these effective
churches. The inductive approach of qualitative research allows for observations of the
complexity of the varied social and cultural contexts without the imposition of the
researcher’s assumptions. Some of the underlying assumptions of this kind of research
are as follows:
1. Phenomenon should be viewed holistically, and complex phenomena
cannot be reduced to a few factors or partitioned into independent parts.
2. The researcher operates in a natural setting because of the concern for
context and, to the extent possible, should maintain an openness about
what will be observed, collected, etc., in order to avoid missing something
important.
3. It is the perceptions of those being studied that are important, and, to the
extent possible, these perceptions are to be captured in order to obtain and
accurate “measure” of reality. “Meaning” is as perceived or experienced
by those being studied, it is not imposed by the researcher.
4. A priori assumptions, and certainly a priori conclusions, are to be avoided
in favor of post hoc conclusions. Assumptions and conclusions are subject
to change as the research proceeds.
5. Phenomena in the world are perceived as a somewhat loosely constructed
model … one which is not run in a mechanistic manner according to a set
of laws. (Wiersma 198-99)
In short, qualitative research provides for a more holistic interpretation of the data
because it allows for more understanding of social phenomena and the evaluation of
social cause and effect.
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The relationship between the research questions of this study and the questions
asked in the qualitative observational study using predetermined interview questions is
outlined in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Correlation between the Research Questions of the Study and the
Interview Questions
Research Questions
1. How do highly effective evangelistic churches
articulate their commitment to evangelism?

Interview Questions
A. How does your church define “evangelism”?
B. If you have attended other churches, how does
your church compare with other churches in how
they approach evangelism?

2. If evangelism is high on their list of core values,
how did they nurture this value?

C. How has attending this church changed your
perspective on being a Christian?
D. Does your church teach people to share their
faith with others? How?

3. What is perceived as the greater motivational
priority communicated in these churches between
evangelism as our Christian duty and evangelism as
our response to grace?

E. In your opinion, what does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

4. How does the evangelistic motivational emphasis
presented in these churches impact their evangelistic
methodologies?

F. How do you think most people in your church
come to faith in Christ?
G. In your opinion, what is the most effective
way for people to come to know Jesus?

The second part of the collected data came from a researcher-designed instrument
that consisted of six questions in a questionnaire format. The questions asked the
informants to rank or prioritize values that would influence evangelism both in the
context of what their church did and how they perceived themselves. 7 The relationship
between the research questions and the questions on the questionnaire and the intention
of the question is outlined in Table 3.2.

7

See Appendix A for a sample of the complete questionnaire.
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Table 3.2. The Relationship between the Research Questions and the Questions on
the Questionnaire and the Intention of the Questions
Research Questions
1. How do highly effective
evangelistic churches articulate
their commitment to evangelism?

Questionnaire Responses
A. Of all the great aspects of your
church, what does your church do
best? Rank the statements.
B. How does your church think a
good Christian should relate to
people who are not Christians?
Mark yourself on the continuum.

2. If evangelism is high on their
list of core values, how did they
nurture this value?

3. What is perceived as the
greater motivational priority
communicated in these churches
between evangelism as our
Christian duty and evangelism as
our response to grace?

Intention of the Question
A. By having the informants rank
what their church does best, it
forces them to determine what is
the essence or the perceived
essence of their church.
B. The question was designed to
measure the church’s relationship
to the culture around it from
sectarian (“We should avoid the
world as much as possible so that
we will not be corrupted by sin.”)
to missional (“We should
consider ourselves missionaries
where we live and immerse
ourselves as much as possible in
our worlds in order to influence it
for Christ.”).

C. According to your church,
when has a person become a
Christian? (Multiple Choice)

C. This question was designed to
find out how these churches
measured when successful
evangelism happened. How the
church defined success was
important in observing these
symbols that they had chosen.

D. How does your church
communicate the importance of
evangelism? (Multiple Choice)

D. By offering several ways that
core values are communicated
(modeling, teaching, and story)
the informants were able to
identify how the core value of
evangelism is communicated in
their church.

E. What, in your opinion, does
God think is the most important
aspect of a church? Rank the
statements.

E. This question has to do with
the relationship between the
nature and essence of God and
one’s ecclesiology. Moreover,
how does their ecclesiology
compare with their practice? (see
question A).

F. Why, in your opinion, should a
person be involved in
Evangelism? (Rank the top three
reasons)

F. This question is almost a direct
asking of the third research
question. What is perceived as the
greatest motivation for
evangelism?
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Validity and Reliability
The language of core values has gained in popularity in recent years with the
publication of Collins and Porras’ book, Built to Last. The premise of the book is that
companies who make a “prolonged and significant impact on the world around them”
share an almost cult-like devotion to a “core ideology” or identity and active
indoctrination of employees into an ideological commitment to the company (xi). Core
values have become a common way to understand the heart and soul of both individuals
and organizations:
An organization’s core values signal its bottom line. They dictate what it
stands for, what truly matters, what is worthwhile and desirous. They
determine what for it is inviolate; they define what it believes is God’s
heart for its ministry. While every ministry has a set of values, not all of
the values are of equal importance. Some take priority over others. Their
high-priority values represent a watershed, or point of no return for the
ministry. (Malphurs 18)
While many organizations are oblivious to the underlying values that drive the
organizations behavior, the values are no less valid albeit unarticulated.
Because of the nature of qualitative research, replicating a study is extremely
difficult if not impossible. Moreover, since the research was conducted in the context of
the churches, the ability to control variables was limited. However, great care was taken
to ensure the internal reliability of this study by consistent data collection and by using a
third party observer to analyze the coding. Overall, the method of qualitative research is
recognized as a valid approach for understanding social phenomena (Wiersma 11).
Data Collection Procedures
Permission to conduct the interviews, observations, and questionnaires for this
study was granted by the senior pastors in all three of the churches in this study through
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personal conversations.
The interviews were conducted in person on location in Peoria, Arizona, the
Greater Los Angeles area, and in Lexington, Kentucky, by the same interviewer. The
interviews were conducted and recorded with the subjects’ written permission. 8 Ten
interviews were conducted at each location. Once the interviews were completed,
substantive portions of the interviews were transcribed into Microsoft Word in an attempt
to preserve as accurately as possible the intent of the subjects.
Once the interviews were in a word processing format, a three column table was
created for each interview that included the interview question that was asked, a
quotation of the respondents’ response to the question, and an assigned “code” for their
response. 9 The code was based on common patterns of responses to the questions. To
verify the accuracy of the coding, ten of the interview grids that were produced were
given to a third party to compare coding processes and verify the internal consistency.
For the researcher designed written questionnaire portion of the research, a rough
draft of the questions were written that corresponded with the research questions of this
study. A test run of the questionnaire was given to five members of Real Life Community
Church in Nampa, Idaho. The five subjects were then interviewed and asked if any of the
questions seemed unclear or confusing. An evaluation as to whether or not the interview
questions were harvesting the desired results was also made. The questions were then
fine-tuned before the instrumentation was finalized.
The questionnaire was distributed with the assistance of the pastoral staff to a
total of forty persons. Twenty-eight people completed and turned in the questionnaire
8

See Appendix B for a copy of the letter of consent signed by all participants in this study.

9

For a sample of this coding grid, see Appendix C.
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including at least one pastoral staff person from each church. The data were then entered
in to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The responses of the questionnaire were serialized
by converting the responses to binary data enabling them to be analyzed correctly. Every
response had a numerical value. Even if a response was not selected on the questionnaire,
the non-response could be accounted for statistically.
The data were processed through Minitab 15 Statistical Software and given
summary and descriptive statistics: mean, median, and range. The data were then
analyzed with an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to observe the variance among the
groups of respondents (churches) and the variance inside the respondents as a whole.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
While the topic of this research is not a particularly sensitive one, I wanted to
remove any anxiety that the respondents might feel that would limit their complete
honesty. The researcher assured the respondents of confidentiality and anonymity in the
letter of consent that was signed by all of the respondents. The letter states, “Once the
research is completed in approximately six months, I will destroy the recordings. I will
keep my notes electronically for an indefinite period of time, at least until my dissertation
is written and approved.”
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to discover if churches that were considered highly
effective in evangelism had evangelism as one of their core values, and to examine how
this core value manifests within local congregations. This study hoped to identify the
relationship between core values of evangelism and evangelistic effectiveness.
The participants in the study were diverse in age, gender, race, and socioeconomics. Participation in evangelism through their local churches was similar. Some
had come to faith in Christ in their church. Others had been part of the evangelistic
process for people who were far from God.
Twenty-eight people answered the questionnaire. Ten participants were from
Quest, ten participants were from CCV, and eight participants were from Mosaic.
Quantification of the Data
I took the data from the questionnaire and quantified it to binary numbers in order
for Minitab 15 statistical software to analyze it. For the two questions in which I asked
the respondents to rank from lowest to highest (questions one and five), I used the
numbers provided by the informants to rank the weight of evangelism in relation to other
positive values. 10
For question two, I asked the respondents to place their church’s philosophy on a
continuum between sectarian and missional worldviews. Where the respondents placed
their, “X” I entered into the software a numerical response between zero and ten (zero
being the most sectarian extreme and ten being the most missional extreme).

10

For a complete copy of the questionnaire, see Appendix A.
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Question three asked respondents to choose one answer among five options as to
when a person has become a Christian. I counted the number of responses given for each
option for this question in order to serialize the data.
For question four, I asked the respondents to “check all that apply” when asked
how their churches communicate the importance of evangelism. Among the five possible
items, a binary assignment of “0” was given if the respondent did not check the answer
and a binary assignment of “1” was given if the respondent did check the answer. I then
tabulated the total number of responses for each answer.
Finally, in question six, I asked the respondents to rank their top three opinions
out of seven possibilities. The top answers they gave I assigned “1,” “2,” and “3”
respectively. The other four answers I assigned “0.”
Exclusions
Of the twenty-eight respondents, twenty-six of them filled out the questionnaire
correctly. Two of the respondents (both from CCV) filled out one question incorrectly.
On the first incorrectly filled out questionnaire, question three was the incorrectly
answered question. Instead of selecting one answer as to when a person becomes a
Christian, the respondent ranked the five possibilities sequentially apparently in order of
what he or she thought was most accurate.
On the second incorrectly filled out questionnaire, question five was the filled out
incorrectly. Instead of ranking all seven items in order of what they believed their church
should do, the respondent selected one answer among the seven.
Both of these questions were thrown out of the data pool. As a result, questions
three and five reflect twenty-seven responses instead of twenty-eight.
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Margin of Error
The twenty-eight respondents in the questionnaire represented 0.19 percent of the
average weekend attendance of the three churches combined. Statistically, the results of
the questionnaire indicate that one can be 95 percent confident that the data from the
questionnaire have no more than a 17 percent margin of error and the sample results are
an accurate reflection of the population−the average weekend attendance of the three
churches. 11
Qualitative Observational Interview Questions
The second part of the research was a qualitative observational study using predetermined interview questions that correlated with the research questions. I conducted
ten interviews at each of the three churches being studied. Each informant was asked ten
questions in an informal interview format. I recorded each interview and took extensive
notes on each interview to ensure the accuracy of the intended response.
After I conducted the interviews, some patterns of responses clearly emerged. I
then coded the notes from the interviews showing these patterns of responses. 12 The
correlation between the responses and the coding were then verified by an independent
third party to minimize subjectivity as much as possible.
The Research Questions
As noted in the previous chapter, I tied each question asked of the informants to a
particular research question. Consequently, I will analyze the results of the data in the
order of the research questions.

11

I used a power value of 0.8 to calculate the margin of error.

12

Samples of the coding grid used for this research can be found in Appendix D.
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Research Question #1: How Do Highly Effective Evangelistic Churches
Articulate Their Commitment to Evangelism? I designed question one of the
questionnaire to force the respondents to prioritize their commitment to evangelism
among other important priorities. The assumption was that highly effective evangelistic
churches would mark the third response “We deeply love and care for people who are not
Christians,” higher than other values such as worship, discipleship, service, prayer, and
foreign missions. The data from the first question can be seen in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. The Sum of Average Response from Question One of the Questionnaire
Response
Q1 - L1
Q1 - L2
Q1 - L3
Q1 - L4
Q1 - L5
Q1 - L6
Q1 - L7

Mosaic
4.500
2.250
1.625
5.250
2.875
5.125
6.375

CCV
3.0
3.5
2.8
4.4
4.4
5.0
4.9

Quest
4.4
3.0
1.4
6.0
1.6
4.6
7.0

Grand Total
11.900
8.750
5.825
15.650
8.875
14.725
18.275

The mean numerical association for the evangelism response (line #3 or L3) was a
1.96 ranking among all three churches. Among these churches, then, evangelism was
perceived to be what they thought they did best. Figure 4.1 illustrates the jump between
the top response (evangelism or L3) and the second highest response (L2). 13 The drop-off
was statistically significant and indicated a clear self-perception of evangelism being
their greatest strength.

13

Since the informants were asked to rank “one” as their highest or best choice, the lower the
number, the higher the ranking of response. As a result, in Figure 4.1, the lower the bar, the higher the
ranking.
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Gross Average
7
6
5
4
Average Response
3
2
1
0
Q1 - L3

Q1 - L2

Q1 - L5

Q1 - L1

Q1 - L6

Q1 - L4

Q1 - L7

Figure 4.1. Combined gross average response of question one−highest to lowest.

The second highest ranking in these churches was noteworthy. Two responses,
“People really grow here” (L2) and “People really love each other here” (L5) tied for the
second highest perceived strengths of these churches with a mean ranking of 2.96. 14 This
value was surprising at first, but reinforced many of the interview responses that linked
both spiritual growth and love for neighbor to evangelism. For example, many of those
interviewed saw their involvement with evangelism as being an extension of their
spiritual growth. Connie Sanders at Quest summed up this association in her interview:
Accomplishing the front half of our mission statement [evangelism] is
what accomplishes the second half of our mission statement [spiritual
growth]. You don’t become wholehearted so that you can then transform
unconvinced people. It doesn’t work that way. As you are sharing your
faith, you are becoming a disciple of Jesus.
Moreover, I observed in the interviews that the term “evangelism” was not used in these
effective churches as much as it was in other churches. The focus of these churches

14

While the mean was identical in these two strengths, the median was slightly higher on the “love
for each other” perception (2 vs. 3). The minimum, maximum, and range for these two responses were also
identical.
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seemed to be on loving others. Consequently, the best way to love one’s neighbor is to
share the good news of God’s grace with them. The deeper motivation was not
evangelism for evangelism sake but loving others through evangelism. With that mindset, the “love for each other” ranking so high on the perceived strengths of these churches
makes more sense. The interviews likewise added insight to this relationship between
loving others and evangelism. When asked, “If you have attended other churches, how
does your church compare with other churches in how they approached evangelism?”
every single respondent answered with a relational answer. For most (62.5 percent),
“loving others” was what they believed the difference was in their church. The remainder
of interview responses could be summarized as a focus on lost people which was the
difference between their church and other churches they have attended.
When the responses from questionnaire question one was analyzed by observing
the three individual churches separately, the same pattern of responses seemed to be
present. Figure 4.2 shows the average responses of the prioritization of various church
values broken down by the individual church’s response.
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Quest

Figure 4.2. Average responses of question one by individual churches.

One difference worth noting is CCV’s ranking of “inspiring worship services”
(Q1–L1) as their second greatest perceived strength. This perception may come from
CCV’s emphasis on their weekend services as one of their primary strategies for
evangelistic efforts. In the interview with Don Wilson, he observed that “[F]or most
churches to be effective at evangelism, there needs to be a consistency and quality in the
weekend services that people feel comfortable inviting their unchurched friends.”
(Wilson) As a result, the strength of their weekend services may be an extension of their
commitment to evangelism.
Another interesting aspect to this question was the lowest perceived strengths of
these churches. All three churches ranked “foreign missions” (Q1–L7) as the least
strongest aspect of their churches. This perception may come in part from the churches’
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self-perception of being missionaries themselves. During the personal interview with
McManus, he explained, “We don’t use words like ‘missionary’; instead, we use
‘overseas workers.’ We are all missionaries; it is simply a matter of geography.”
In summary, the intention of this question was to determine how a church’s selfperception related to its commitment to evangelism. The results of the questionnaires
indicated that these churches had clearly articulated their commitment to evangelism to
the rank and file members of their churches.
I designed the second questionnaire question to measure the church’s relationship
to the culture around them. Did these churches engage the world around them or hide
from it? On a continuum of zero to ten, I asked the respondents to rank, “How does your
church think a good Christian should respond to people who are not Christians?”
The average response for this question was 9.571 out of 10. The minimum
response was four, while the maximum response was 10. When I split the data into the
three respective churches, Quest averaged 9.9, Mosaic 9.1, and CCV 9.6. When I
analyzed the data using ANOVA (analysis of variance), it demonstrated no real statistical
difference among the three churches when answering this question. Figure 4.3 shows the
variance in and among the three churches on a box plot. 15

15

Group 1 in Figure 4.3 Represents Mosaic, Group 2 is CCV, and Group 3 is Quest.
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Boxplot of Responses by Group
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Figure 4.3. ANOVA of question two among the three churches.

This question demonstrated a very clear alignment in all three churches of their
commitment to being missional in the worlds in which they live. In fact, the numbers
were so high that the results may have been more of an indication of a poorly written
question than an increased commitment to a missional worldview. Perhaps the question
set up a false dichotomy to which the respondents did not ascribe. Observing how this
question would have been answers by other churches would have been helpful in order to
get a more accurate mean and median baseline to draw more conclusions.
Overall, these questions shed some light on the first research question. These
churches understood the priority of evangelism as being foremost among other values.
One example of this prioritization is during the interview with Wilson when he explained
how in CCV’s mission to win people to Christ, train people to be disciples, and send
them in to the world, the “win” (the evangelism aspect) is by far the most difficult part of
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their mission. “It takes proportionally way more money, staff, and energy to do the ‘win’
than the ‘train’ and ‘send.’ The bigger and older a church gets, I think it takes even more.
Because people get comfortable” (Wilson).
Evangelism, for these churches, seems to be very much a part of their identity.
During the interviews, every informant could give an example of someone they knew
who came to faith in Christ through the efforts of their church. One informant summed up
their church’s commitment to evangelism by noting, “Evangelism is our heartbeat. Most
anybody here can tell you what we are about. We are very singularly focused. We know
what we are about and everything else funnels through it. And we love it. We are
captured by it.”
Research Question #2: If Evangelism is High on Their List of Core Values,
How Did They Nurture This Value? In question 3 of the questionnaire, I asked the
respondents, “How does your church measure how people choose to become Christians?”
The assumption underlying this question is that an organization measures what it values. I
designed the question to observe how the churches measured successful evangelism and
the churches evangelistic target. How the churches defined success was important in
observing how they developed their methodologies to nurture their desired results.
The question gave five ways in which a church could measure when a person
becomes a Christian, and the respondents picked the one that reflected most accurately
their church’s beliefs. The results of the number of responses for each answer can be seen
in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Reponses to Question Three of the Survey
Response 1
0
0%
1
11%
0
0%

Mosaic
CCV
Quest

Response 2
2
25%
1
11%
2
20%

Response 3
6
75%
7
78%
8
80%

Response 4
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

Response 5
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

None of the twenty-eight respondents selected the fifth option, “When a person
speaks in tongues,” as a defining moment for when a person becomes a Christian. This
result was not a surprise because none of the churches had or seemed to be influenced by
a Pentecostal theology. In addition, none of the respondents selected the fourth option:
“When they respond to an ‘altar call’ and pray to ask God’s forgiveness.” While the altar
call was the primary methodology for traditional evangelicals, 16 these churches seemed
to have distanced themselves methodologically from the traditional evangelicals.
The vast majority of respondents (78 percent of all twenty-eight responses)
viewed the evangelism process as an existential decision made at a particular time and
place. To use Robert Weber’s language, the respondents have moved to a more pragmatic
evangelical vantage point. The language used at Quest during the interviews was most
precise. All but one of the respondents used the phrase “an authentic heart transaction” to
describe the evangelism process.
When broken down by groups (see Figure 4.4), some of the theology of the
churches began to emerge. CCV, who finds its roots in the Restoration movement, has
traditionally held views of regenerative baptism. As a result, the only respondent to

16

14-24.

For a more complete discussion of traditional, pragmatic, and younger evangelicals, see Weber
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indicate “baptism” as how their church measures when a person becomes a Christian was
from CCV. 17 However, during the interviews, most of the respondents at CCV (60
percent) indicated in some way that baptism was a crucial step to a person becoming a
Christian.

Figure 4.4. Cumulative number of responses to question three of the survey.

The results of this question seem to indicate that for effective churches,
evangelism is not an accident. The purpose of what they are trying to accomplish is very
clear. One does not accidentally stumble into faith in Christ; rather, faith is a clear
existential choice as one moves from darkness to light, from death to life. Pete Hise from
Quest explained his philosophy of evangelism during his interview:
I think everybody, everywhere who knows Christ, they might not be able
to tell you their date but they ought to. It’s important enough to go back
and figure out. It’s a little bit like telling your wife that you don’t

17

This question shows an interesting disconnect between the “official” beliefs of a church and
what the members believe and practice.
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remember your anniversary. It’s an important date. And if the Bible says
you went from death to life, blind to seeing, lost to found, guilt to
innocence, scarlet to white as snow–the Bible has pretty definitive
language. And the ultimate metaphor–[one’s] name written in the Book of
Life. When does that happen? In a moment. Maybe a long process leading
up to it, a long process of sanctification after it, but in the middle is very
important moment.
Consequently, the ability to measure evangelistic effectiveness seemed to be part of these
churches’s reason for effectiveness. They know what their purpose is and pursue it
wholeheartedly.
The bigger issue for this research question had to do with how these churches
nurtured the core value of evangelism. Question four of the questionnaire went directly to
the heart of this research question by asking the respondents to identify how their
churches communicate the importance of evangelism. The respondents were given five
options and asked to check all that applied to their churches. Table 4.3 shows the number
of responses given for each of the five options. An “x” or other indicator that was written
on the survey was noted as an “indicator.” If the space was left blank, it was noted with
“No-indicator.”

Table 4.3. Number of Responses for Question Four of the Survey
Question
Q4-L1
Q4-L2
Q4-L3
Q4-L4
Q4-L5

Total Responses
28
28
28
28
28

Indicator
22
22
19
22
23

No-Indicator
6
6
9
6
5

Figure 4.5 shows the data from question four analyzed in a Pareto chart. 18 The
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informal ways of communicating the culture of evangelism−the use of story, preaching,
and modeling—are more present than any kind of formal training (“We are often given
opportunities to learn how to share our faith more effectively”). These findings would
seem to indicate that a core value of evangelism is communicated much better with
informal means than through formal training.

Figure 4.5. Pareto chart of question four of the survey.

The interviews were especially helpful for this research question. A surprising 60
percent of respondents indicated that their church had not given them any formal training
in evangelism methodologies; however, when pressed further many admitted that they

18

A Pareto chart is essentially a histogram that is sorted from high to low. A histogram is a
measurement of the number of instances that are present in the data. Pareto analysis attempts to
find trends in the sorting of the high to low instances of the data.
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had received informal training through observation, mentoring, or anecdotal stories. In
short, the core value of evangelism seemed to be nurtured through the shaping of the
corporate culture of the churches. Wilson explained, “We worked hard from day one to
work the core value of evangelism into the DNA of CCV.”
The forming of this culture was often accomplished not by shaping a value of
evangelism for evangelism’s sake but through a value of loving people. Hise summarized
this mind-set during his interview:
I don’t think you can teach this and then say, OK, we’ve got this new
value. If you don’t live this, you will always have disappointing results in
terms of how this gets put in the body. If you hire somebody to lead the
charge or even lay leaders who don’t value people, it is lethal. What I
mean is that they have theological underpinnings that say, “this [life] is
not home.”
The interviews added to the scope and variety of ways in which these churches attempted
to communicate their values. The interviews were able to flesh out examples of how
culture was shaped.
Informal mentoring. At Quest, formal training in evangelism has been very
limited. The value was often nurtured by informal mentoring. After weekend services,
leaders at Quest will linger to look for people whom they think might be interested in a
spiritual conversation. Through these conversations most people who have come to faith
at Quest have begun their spiritual journey.
Leaders at Quest work to include others in their spiritual conversations. These
conversations enable them to model how to have a spiritual conversation and how to pray
with someone to receive Christ. Often when leaders recognize that someone is ready to
receive Christ, they will do what they call a “handoff” to a mentor. The leader will tell
the person, “My friend here will pray with you” and allow the mentor to pray with the
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person to receive Christ. Pete Hise describes it “like an assist in basketball.”
Wilson at CCV uses his pulpit as a place to talk about evangelism in informal
ways. He believes that stories are what encourage people to venture out in the evangelism
endeavor. “You have to use stories of how you failed at evangelism or how you
succeeded at evangelism; or testimonies of other people who came to faith.”
Clarity of purpose. Informants at all three churches were able easily and clearly
to articulate why their churches existed and what their churches valued. For example, at
Mosaic, almost every informant we interviewed at one point during the interview stated
the core value of Mosaic: “Mission is why the church exists.”
This clarity of purpose at Mosaic’s culture leaves little room for Christian
consumer church shoppers who are looking to have their needs met. One informant
stated, “We’re not real concerned about getting churched people to come. If we were, we
would probably do things a lot different.… [Erwin McManus] doesn’t have to talk about
this. We would rather talk about mission than Christianity.”
Likewise, an informant at CCV explained, “I attend here because I believe in the
strategy that CCV is using to reach lost people. It is not about reaching me. I am already a
Christian.”
Jacqueline Adkins summarized the clarity and passion of Quest’s mission:
We have never wavered from what our original mission is. It has never
become diluted. We don’t do anything that goes outside of that mission.
We keep it in front of us all the time. Everyone who comes to our church
eventually knows it. Without our mission we would not continue on. We
would not be a church just to be a church. We are a church with a mission.
The leaders of these churches had communicated the mission of their churches so often
and so effectively that not a single informant in any of the interviews was confused about
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what the mission of their church was. While knowing the mission and doing the mission
are very different, this clarity of purpose seemed to repel people who had other agendas
for their church and attract others who had a heart for their mission.
Celebration rituals. All three churches had specific ways that they celebrated a
person coming to faith. At CCV the baptism ritual was a great time of celebration in
which the person who was most instrumental in bringing the person to faith baptizes the
baptismal candidate. In the Arizona Desert, a beautiful outdoor fountain serves as a
scenic backdrop to their celebration ritual.
Mosaic’s Baptist roots also lends to baptism being a big celebration for them.
Usually baptism services take place in the Pacific Ocean during scheduled celebration
times.
At Quest, the ritual is a little more fluid, but celebration usually focuses around a
personal declaration of faith in Christ. Connie Sanders articulated to me the celebration
rituals at Quest:
We really celebrate the heck out of people coming to Christ. We listen to
the Holy Spirit on how to celebrate somebody. Some people need a really
quiet experience. But we also know that it is really important that they
start telling people right away, that they own what just happened in their
heart. The sooner you can tell people what happened to you, the better. It’s
not a wait and figure it all out deal.
In all three cases, these churches intentionally tied celebration to evangelism so that when
the goal was reached, everyone knew it and celebrated it.
Accountability. One of the striking observations about Quest was the informal
accountability for carrying the burden of evangelism among its leadership. Senior pastor
Hise regularly asks trainees in Accelerate (Quest’s leadership training) who they were
leading to Christ or who they were in spiritual conversation with. These conversations
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were not in the form of formal accountability reports but simply a weekly reminder of
why Quest exists.
Tying everything back to mission. All three of the churches in this study
communicated the importance of evangelism by showing the connection between
everything they did and their mission. A good example was the recent capital campaign
at CCV. CCV needed to raise $25 million for new and expanded children and youth
facilities.
The theme that Wilson and his staff chose was “The Ripple Effect.” Every week
leading up to pledge Sunday, CCV did a video interview with people who had come to
faith at CCV. They then tied that person’s coming to faith with the relational connection
of who brought them to CCV. After several weeks, the picture of the CCV family tree
was clear−when a person brings someone to CCV, a “ripple effect” occurs as others come
to faith as well.
The campaign was built not on the needs of youth or children or facilities but how
the new facilities would provide more of a “ripple effect” for generations to come
through children and youth coming to faith in Christ. Even the most mundane of
activities is done with the mission in mind.
Research Question #3: What is Perceived as the Greater Motivational
Priority Communicated in These Churches−Evangelism as Our Christian Duty or
Evangelism as Our Response to Grace? Question five of the questionnaire attempted to
differentiate between what the respondents perceived to be the reality of their churches
and what their churches should be. Question one asked the respondents to rank seven
areas of their churches from what their churches do best to what their churches do least
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best. Question five gave the same seven options but instead asked the respondents,
“What, in your opinion, does God think is the most important aspect of a church?” The
hope was that this question would get beyond describing what is to describing what they
believe should be and consequently describe more accurately their ideals, beliefs, and
motivations.
Table 4.4 shows the average responses of the three groups to their beliefs of what
the most important aspect of church should be (one being the greatest priority and seven
being the least greatest priority). Not only did all the respondents collectively rank,
“loving and caring for people who are not Christians” as their top priority, each of the
three churches as a group ranked it as their top priority as well.

Table 4.4. Average Responses of the Seven Priorities in Question Five of the
Survey
Priority of What a Church Should do
“Loving and caring for people who are not Christians.”
“Really loving each other.”
“Being a place where people really grow.”
“Meeting the tangible needs of the people in our community.”
“Praying for each other.”
“Supporting missionaries around the world.”
“Having Inspiring Worship”

Average Response
1.63
2.29
3.85
4.29
4.33
5.41
6.19

The data indicates that the respondents believed that evangelism is the number
one priority of what the church should do. Figure 4.6 shows how the responses had
continuity among the three churches.
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Figure 4.6. Pivot graph of the three churches response to question five. 19

While some variation exists among the churches, answers three and five (“Loving
and caring for people who are not Christians” and “Really loving each other”) are the top
motivational priorities of these churches both individually and collectively. As noted
earlier, the focus of these churches seemed to be less on evangelism as an abstract
concept and more on evangelism being a natural extension of their call to love others.
The deeper motivation seems to be not evangelism for evangelism’s sake but loving
others through evangelism.
When pressed during the interviews, most of the informants were able to
articulate their motivation for evangelism in loving terms. Scott Tomlin at Quest made
19

Group 1 is Mosaic, Group 2 is CCV, and Group 3 is Quest. Like Question one, in Question five
the respondents were asked to rank from highest priority to least highest priority. As a result, the lower the
number (or in the case of figure 4.6, the lower the bar graph), the higher the priority.
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the connection between love and evangelism during his interview:
I live with a sense of how God changed my own heart. That’s why my
heart beats for other people to know because I’ve seen it in my own life.
Somebody cared enough to ask me some questions. Somebody cared
enough to say the hard thing. I want other people to know that hope and
freedom that I know.
When asked more directly, “In your opinion, what does it mean to have a heart like
Jesus?” exactly half (50 percent) of the respondents spoke of participating in evangelism
or some kind of concern for people who were far from God. A close second in responses
was some form of “loving and serving humanity” (40 percent). Jacqueline Adkins’
response was typical: “I don’t understand how you can have a heart like Jesus and not
have a heart for lost people. That is what discipleship is about.”
In short, a strong connection existed among the informants between discipleship
(having a “heart like Jesus”) and loving and serving humanity.
When you are involved in evangelism, it changes your whole worldview.
It is no longer about me any more. It’s about Jesus.… You are most like
Jesus when you are sharing your faith, not when you are reading the Bible
or praying. (Wilson)
If loving and serving humanity was the fruit of discipleship, evangelism was most often
recognized as the most effective means in which loving and serving was accomplished.
Of interest was the coloration between questions one and five. Comparing the
results from these two questions demonstrates the relationship between what the
respondents perceived is and what they perceived should be the priorities of their
churches. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the average response between questions one
and five for all the respondents. Most of the responses show a fair amount of consistency.
All but one of the responses has a variation of less than 30 percent.
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of the average responses between questions one and five.

The one exception to the consistency of responses was response line one,
“Inspiring worship services.” The average response of what they perceived their church
to be was 3.93 whereas the average response of what they thought it should be was 6.18
on a ranking of one to seven. This difference was a variation of 36.5 percent. The
respondents’ philosophy of worship is outside the scope of this study. However, the
variation in response could be attributed to the respondents’ appreciation for worship in
their particular churches but an inability to appreciate worship as a practice that churches
should hold in high value.
Question six of the questionnaire was designed to get to the heart of whether their
motivation for evangelism was rooted more in a sense of duty or more as a response to
God’s grace in their lives. The informants were asked, “Why, in your opinion, should a
person be involved in evangelism?” They were then asked to rank the top three reasons
out of seven possibilities. A number assignment of “1” indicated their top motivation, “2”
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their second highest motivation, and “3” their third highest motivation.
In order to analyze the data, I assigned a system to evaluate the numbers to
correlate with their priorities. These assignments are called, “power rankings.” A power
ranking of “0” was given to lines that the respondents had no numbers or indicators. A
power ranking of “1” was given to lines that the respondents had ranked with a “3.” A
power ranking of “2” was given to lines that the respondents had ranked of “2,”; and a
power ranking of “3” was given to lines that the respondents had ranked with a “1.” The
relationship between the respondents’ answers and the power rankings can be seen in
Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. The Relationship between the Respondents’ Answers and the Assigned
Power Rankings
Respondents’ Answer

Power Ranking

No selection

0

1

3

2

2

3

1

Once the power rankings were established, the total weight of the response was
calculated by multiplying the power value times the quantity of responses. For example,
if a line had three respondents who placed a “1” as their answer, the weight for that line
would be three (quantity) times three (power ranking) for a weight of nine. The total
power rankings and numbers from the responses are shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.6. Priority Rankings of Responses from Question Six of the Survey
Group

Question

#3
Choice

#2
Choice

#1
Choice

Total 20

% Power Used

Mosaic
Mosaic
Mosaic
Mosaic
Mosaic
Mosaic
Mosaic
Quest
Quest
Quest
Quest
Quest
Quest
Quest
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV
CCV

Q6-L5
Q6-L6
Q6-L7
Q6-L1
Q6-L2
Q6-L3
Q6-L4
Q6-L7
Q6-L2
Q6-L6
Q6-L1
Q6-L4
Q6-L5
Q6-L3
Q6-L7
Q6-L2
Q6-L1
Q6-L6
Q6-L5
Q6-L4
Q6-L3

0
0
6
2
0
0
0
5
1
1
3
0
0
0
5
1
4
0
0
0
0

8
2
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
2
2
2
8
4
4
2
2
0
0

12
9
3
0
0
0
0
9
9
3
0
3
3
0
3
9
3
9
3
3
0

20
11
11
6
0
0
0
14
10
10
9
5
5
2
16
14
11
11
5
3
0

83
46
46
25
0
0
0
47
33
33
30
17
17
7
53
47
37
37
17
10
0

The column on the far right of Table 4.5 (“% Power Used”) is shown to
demonstrate what percentage of the maximum possible total was shown. If the highest
power ranking is three, then for group 1 (Mosaic), the greatest weight that can be given to
any one line is twenty-four (eight people times a power ranking of three). For groups 2
(Quest) and 3 (CCV), the greatest possible weight is thirty (ten respondents times a
power ranking of 3). In line 5 of Mosaic’s survey, twenty out of a possible twenty-four
power ranking was demonstrated; or, 83 percent of power used.

20

choices.

The numbers at the top of the table represent the weighted numbers, not the respondents’
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The “% of Power Used” formula can be used to identify a culture with a
preference for being very open and accepting. The dispersion of weight or “power” in
Quest and CCV says that the respondents do not agree as much as Mosaic, but it also may
show that, in general, these two groups find value in a wide variety of things, not just in
one set of responses.
Line two (“Because without Jesus people are going to Hell”) for Mosaic is worth
noting because it ties for last place for “power” for Mosaic but is in second place in the
other two groups. The second place rating does not come from a power ranking many
times at 1 or 2, but mostly from power rankings of 3, that is, people ranking it as the
highest motivation for participating in evangelism. This variation shows a wide
difference between Mosaic and the other two churches in their motivations but a very
close similarity between CCV and Quest.
In Mosaic’s responses, one out of the top four answers gets the majority of its
importance from the “grassroots” rankings. For Quest, two of the top four get grassroots
support from several respondents putting a “2” or “3” on their surveys. For CCV, two of
the top four highest weighted answers did not get many respondents putting “1”s on their
surveys. Most notably, the highest-weighted response for CCV (“Because I want to be
like Jesus and love people like he did”) gets its weight almost entirely from respondents
placing “2”s and “3”s on their surveys.
Based on these power rankings, the average responses from the three churches
can be seen in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Combined Power Rankings for Question Seven of the Survey
Response

Mosaic

Quest

CCV

Average

25
0

30
33

37
47

30.67
26.67

0

7

0

2.33

0

17

10

9.00

83
46

17
33

17
37

39.00
38.67

46

47

53

48.67

L1−“Because Jesus told us to do it.”
L2−“Because without Jesus people are going to Hell.”
L3−“Because Jesus is coming back soon and I don’t want
anyone ‘left behind.’”
L4−“Because Jesus will not come back until everyone
who needs to hear about Him has heard.”
L5−“Because it is an expression of what it means to be a
disciple of Jesus.”
L6−“Because it brings glory to God.”
L7−“Because I want to be like Jesus and love people like
he did.”

Among all three churches combined, line 7 (“Because I want to be like Jesus and
to love people like He did”) was by far (25.85 percent) the most pervasive motivation for
people in these churches to participate in evangelism.
Answers that may imply a more “duty” driven motivation for evangelism (for
example line 1—“Because Jesus told us to do it”), still had a strong showing especially at
CCV. The results of these calculations reinforce that human motivation is mixed at best
and not easily defined. Figure 4.8 is a Pareto chart showing the smattering of responses to
these questions.
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Figure 4.8. Pareto chart for question seven of the survey. 21

The interviews, however, seemed to reinforce more of a sense of gratitude on the
part of the informants that was not as evident in the questionnaire. Jimmy Ries’ remark
was typical of the interviews. “This church has changed my life. I want people to know
what I didn’t know. They have some of the same questions and struggles that I had.”
Research Question #4: How Does the Evangelistic Motivational Emphasis
Presented in These Churches Impact Their Evangelistic Methodologies? The final
two interview questions sought to get to the heart of the relationship between the
motivations expressed and the methodologies employed. While most of the informants
were glad to talk about evangelistic methodologies, what they meant by methodologies
would probably be different than most evangelistic literature:

21

The numbers in Figure 4.8 are the actual values from the questionnaire (the rankings) and not
the weighted numbers as in Table 4.5.
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[Evangelism] isn’t a formula. There is no formula for someone to come to
Christ. You don’t say a magic prayer with magic words. Evangelism is a
heart transaction between people and God. It happens in a moment in time.
We go from death to life. (Sanders)
Most of the conversations revolved around the recurring themes of loving neighbor,
being authentic, and incarnating Christ to others.
A word that occurred often during the interviews was “authentic.” The word was
usually used in the context of making a presentation of the gospel not in a forced way but
in the context of community or friendship. For example, Wilson explained that too much
evangelism is “canned” and not authentic:
When you are playing volleyball with someone, that is real, it is real
life.… So I have tried to reach people in what I call “real life” situation
and not “canned situations”— like a church service with Just as I am at
the end.
Jessica Pierce from Mosaic echoed this feeling:
I couldn’t bring my co workers to experience what I was experiencing in
my life at [my former church].… It was so out of touch with the rest of my
week.… There is not a disconnect between Sunday and the rest of the
week [at Mosaic]. It is all integrated.
The authentic evangelism was a part of their being—who they were, not a learned
methodology. Authentic presentation, then, only happens in the context of a loving
community.
I don’t know much about methods. I don’t know how they work. We’re
not attached to how we do church or how we do evangelism. But we know
that evangelism happens in community. It is the privilege of our lives to
get to step into that kind of life. It is unbelievable. (Sanders)
As a result, the interviews showed that the emphasis was much less on how evangelism is
done but in creating the right context for evangelism to occur. Brian Black from Quest
explained how his love for people was the drive for his evangelistic methodology: “We
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love on people until they find Christ. And then we try to get them to be engaged in that
big time. And when you are around a lot of people who are engaged, it’s easy.”
At Mosaic, an axiom that was heard more than once was, “Life change happens in
community.” The context of Christian community is the place that Holy Spirit is freed to
do what he wants to do in the lives of people. One informant said, “80 percent of what
happens at Mosaic happens in small groups.”
At CCV, Wilson explained how the church was restructuring its vast
programming in order to empower its people to participate more easily in a methodology
of incarnation, love, friendship, and community:
I think if we are not careful, in a church we can have so many programs
that we offer that our people don’t have time to go and build relationships
with their neighbors and do evangelism. They are at church all the time.
Among the informants there seemed to be recognition that a church can become its own
worst enemy by doing too many events that do not lend itself to building bridges of
friendship with people who are far from God.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This project began as an attempt to understand what made churches effective at
evangelism. The assumption was that the answer would not be methodologies that were
contextually limited but values that permeated the lives of these churches.
In many ways identifying all of the findings of this research is impossible. Many
aspects of the visits to these churches could not be quantified or, in some cases, even
articulated. Additionally, to observe the core value of evangelism at work necessitates
being there and experiencing it.
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Data
Most of the data that directly pertained to the research questions of this study
were addressed in Chapter 4. However, other observations not directly related to the
research questions were discovered during the research processes.
In Chapter 2, I argued that the highest motivation for evangelistic efforts, like all
human strivings, stems from the very nature of God. In short, evangelistic motivations
should spring from the essence of God’s nature, which is love. I argued that
understanding the doctrine of the Trinity is crucial to one’s understanding of God’s love
and mission. As one understands the nature of the Trinity, one begins to get a picture of
one’s relationship with others. This eternal love or “dance” between the members of the
Trinity becomes a model of one’s relationship to other people.
One observation regarding the effective churches in this study was a clear
articulation of a theological construct that maintained a high view of God, a clear sense of
mission to others, and a deep ecclesiology.
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Incarnation. People who want others to experience God in their lives seem to
have a view of God that would make him worth experiencing. Among these effective
churches, not only was God “worth experiencing” for themselves but, like all good news,
it needs to be shared with the people they love. Bill Hybels argues that a proper
understanding of God is foundational to evangelistic motivation:
Is the God you know full of grace and mercy and compassion? Is the God
you know mysterious, surprising, captivating? Is he forever unchanging
and yet always brand new? Does he inspire you with his big ideas of how
your life can really count? Is he faithful?
In my experience, the people who find themselves [taking a risk to
participate in evangelism] have first landed on the belief that the God they
know is worth [original emphasis] knowing! They have cultivated a heart
posture that says, “Well, of course everyone I know would want this type
of relationship with God! I’m absolutely sure you’d all love what I’m
experiencing here.” (27)
The doctrine of the Incarnation helps explain the posture these churches take to people
who were not part of their community. The love that led the Son to leave the Father to
come to Earth (John 3:16-17), became their model for ministry to others. Pete Hise at
Quest Church this idea eloquently:
This is how we understand the church. It will always be the central part of
what we are doing here. It is more than a core value or an underpinning; it
is my Christology. It is how I understand Jesus. He was comfortable living
with the Father. “Why in the world would I go down there?” … If you
wanted to encapsulate our philosophy of ministry it really is that people
matter so much that He came to look for us. The other side of that is that I
am fully convinced that if people really saw and understood who Jesus is,
they would want him.
The doctrine of the Trinity is not an academic exercise for people of Quest Community
Church.
The Incarnation of the love of the Father, through the Son, in the power of the
Holy Spirit was expressed with great diversity in all three of these churches, but in every
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case, incarnating Trinitarian theology meant leaving what was safe and comfortable and
entering into the world of another human being. Said one layperson at CCV, “I know
most people these days don’t care much about their neighbors. We’ve decided that we
really want to get to know our neighbors−their needs and their hurts and how we can
serve them.”
Mosaic’s Christology is focused on God becoming flesh in the person of Jesus
Christ in order to bring change to individuals and cultures. Moreover, McManus is
convinced that missiology, not theology, is the goal of Scripture. As a result McManus’
preaching is saturated with life-change application. According to McManus, the
Scriptures are a document about change. Theological constructs, then, flow from this
Christology:
The whole theological concept of sanctification is rooted in the reality that
God changes people. Repentance is change, conversion is change,
regeneration is change, transformation is change, and sanctification is
change. All of the deeply rooted theological constructs that we have
embraced and understood to be true cannot exist outside of a theology of
change. (Unstoppable Force 81)
For Mosaic, incarnation is an important theological construct because it leads to a
missional orientation and change in people.
Mosaic’s propensity toward ontology and action rather than intellectual orthodoxy
is based in its Christology. “It is significant that the history of the first century church is
called, ‘The Book of Acts’ and not, ‘The Book of Truths’” (McManus, Unstoppable
Force 72). During my interview with McManus he explained that most Christians have
been taught that the first church council held in Jerusalem was about doctrine. A closer
examination identifies the core of the issue was more a lifestyle decision regarding how
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the church would act and incarnate Christ in its culture in contrast to a theological
decision that would establish a foundational doctrine for all times:
The question being asked at the first church council was whether the
church would adapt itself to the new cultures she was engaging or whether
the new cultures had to reform themselves to match the culture of the first
converts of the church that was Judaism. The council decided for the
Gentiles and the church has forever been set free from cultural bondage.
In short, the love of God in the power of the Holy Spirit was not an abstract theological
construct for these churches. Their high view of the Trinity and the doctrine of
Incarnation became the models of their missional motivation.
Loving people. No observation of these churches was more striking to me than
their deep and passionate commitment to love others. As they had experienced God’s
love, they naturally expressed this love to others. One informant summarized her church
experience by saying, “CCV just cares a lot about people. Whether it is people who need
to grow in their faith or lost people who need to know the Lord. People are the priority.”
In a counter-intuitive way, for these churches that were very effective at evangelism,
evangelism was not their focus. Rather, their focus was all about loving people. Hise
summarized this mind-set well:
I’m not sure we’ve ever talked much about evangelism as a word. The
concept that people matter to God and therefore they should matter to us
we talked about a lot. Beyond that we should sacrifice what we have
because they are the reason we are here. The whole deal is people.
Evangelism did not seem to be talked about very much in these churches. People,
however, seemed to be talked about a lot.
In these churches, to love others as Christ loves them also meant to accept others
as Christ accepts them. One informant at Mosaic described this kind of incarnation as,
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“working out our baggage in a safe environment.” The lines between “insider” and
“outsider” seemed to be really blurred in these churches.
At Mosaic in particular, differentiating insider from outsider seemed to be
discouraged. From Mosaic’s vantage point, everyone is a seeker on a spiritual journey.
Some are farther down the road on that journey than others. Eric Bryant explained that
“We don’t use terms like ‘outsiders’ that seem unkind. We don’t even use terms like ‘preChristian.’ That seems to imply that any day now you’re going to become a Christian.”
The language used (and often not used) to describe people who are outside of
God’s grace at these churches was especially noteworthy. Some of the words being used
to describe those outside of God’s grace included “People who are disconnected from
God,” “Those who don’t love God,” “People who are disconnected from authentic
community,” and, “Resident Aliens in the Kingdom of God.” Great care seemed to be
taken to include others.
These churches also seemed to recognize that this lack of incarnational ministry is
why much of the American church is failing today. Wilson saw this failing in popular
evangelical culture:
We have more Christian television, bookstores, music, etc. The
commercialization of the gospel is bigger than it has ever been and less
people are coming to Jesus. I think it is because we are getting away from
doing life on life.
Doing life with others or incarnational ministry is not the easiest way to do evangelism
but it seems to be the most effective way.
Ecclesiology—God’s people in the world. How these churches saw themselves
in relation to the world was also noteworthy. From the senior pastor on down, theses
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churches exhibited a very clear articulation that to be the church had little to do with
physical facilities and a lot to do with being God’s people in the world.
Being in rented facilities may have helped with the perception for CCV and
Mosaic in particular. When I asked McManus about Mosaic’s two services that meet at
the Myan Theater in Downtown Los Angeles he compared it to the early Church:
In the early church people met wherever they could. They didn’t have
churches built to meet in and so they often met in temples and other places
designed for the worship of other gods. We are getting back to our origins,
to the ancient ways that the church existed in its culture.
Meeting at the Mayan Theater seems to represent in many ways the posture in which
Mosaic sees itself in relation to the world. Said one informant, “I like the fact that we
meet in the Mayan. Not just because it’s hip (it is!) [laughter], but because it almost
expresses how we are supposed to be in L.A.”
For CCV, their nearly twenty years without a permanent facility became one way
of defining their place in the world. When I interviewed Don Wilson, he reflected back to
the early days of CCV. “People told us back then that you can’t build a church without
permanent facilities, that people need a sense of ‘place.’ That is Old Testament. In the
New Testament, Jesus is within you. You are the church.” In spite of their enormous and
beautiful facility, CCV still maintains a clear distinction between the church as building
and the church as people.
Ecclesiology in these churches went much deeper than just the way these
churches approached their facilities. The informants articulated numerous times that their
place in the world was to be God’s people wherever they went. Whereas most American
Christians would call those who go to other countries to share the gospel, “missionaries,”
Mosaic makes it a point to call them “overseas workers.” When pressed on this
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distinction, one informant said, “We’re all missionaries. The question is, ‘where is your
geography?’” In fact, in contrast to most American churches, for these churches the
idealization of foreign missionaries seemed to be mostly absent. Leaving the comforts of
where one lives to enter into the world and culture of another is the minimum expectation
of all followers of Jesus. During my interview with Wilson, he lamented the human
tendency to cloister:
Most churches are affinity based. So we go across town to be in a small
group with our friends rather than getting out of our comfort zone and
being with our neighbors.… It is a lot easier to support a orphanage in
Africa than to invest in your neighbors. It is a lot more risky.
To be God’s people, according to these churches ecclesiology, was to engage the world
and not hide from it.
Moreover, being God’s people, for these churches, did not necessarily mean doing
churchy activities. Many informants had realized that their place of service (whether
greeting, serving coffee, or even facilities maintenance), was their way of helping others
find Christ:
I work in the café here. I’m not really comfortable going out and
evangelizing other people. But by working in the café I can help make
unchurched people more comfortable. And that will allow them to come in
and see what we have here.… It gives them a good place to sit and talk.
Daniel Roemer of Mosaic is also illustrative how his service plays a part in helping others
find Christ. As a person of faith and someone in the film industry, Daniel often wondered
how his faith could intersect with his art. Through Mosaic, Daniel has written and
directed several powerful short films that reflect many of the core convictions of Mosaic:
One of the greatest moments of my life was when one of my short films
was shown during the course of a Mosaic worship service. After the
service, one of the elders grabbed me and said, “Daniel, look at that over
there.” I looked and there were three or four people who were being
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prayed for and receiving Christ into their lives. He said to me, “Your film
touched these people in ways that Erwin’s message could never do.” That
was amazing.
This lack of division between the sacred and the secular and the ability of these churches
to propose a myriad of ways to serve their mission created a group of people that were
glad to serve because their efforts were accomplishing the mission.
Implications of the Observations
This research was conducted under the premise that mere programmatic solutions
to evangelistic ineffectiveness were futile. Trying to motivate people to evangelistic
effectiveness by changing their outward behavior seemed ineffective. Observing these
three churches seemed to reinforce this assumption. Not one of the three churches had an
evangelism programs per se. If pressed, people in all three churches admitted that once or
twice intentional training in evangelism took place somewhere by someone but nobody
could recall many specific details about the training. At Quest, Sanders was very proud of
their lack of formal structure:
We don’t have an evangelism committee. There is no evangelism team.
Occasionally there has been formal evangelism training but that is not a
big focus. Most of the evangelism training here happens organically.
People see it, they get hungry for it, they talk about it, and they plug in to
it.
The organic process of evangelism training seemed to be the pattern in these churches.
People searched for evangelism training because they were doing evangelism, not in
order to do evangelism.
For example, at Mosaic, evangelism seems to bleed from who they are in a very
natural way. Lampreht described what organic evangelism looked like:
The cool thing about being in this community is that when people are in
biblical community and loving God, [evangelism] just happens on its own.
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You don’t have to tell someone, “Hey, would you take this person out for
coffee and talk to them?” They just do it.
Evangelism was not something that took place in forced or awkward moments but came
about in the everyday moments of life.
The organic nature of evangelism at these churches seems to come about as a
result of their emphasis on incarnation and doing life together with others. These
churches seem to want to be defined more relationally than programmatically. McManus
describes it with the axiom, “The gospel flows best through the establishing of significant
relationships that are authentic and healthy” (15). When a person makes a decision to
“enter into the Kingdom of God” at Mosaic, they are encouraged as soon as possible to
tell their friends and family about their transformation. Mosaic calls this pronouncement,
“doing evangelism through oikos.” Oikos is the Greek word meaning “household.”
Explains Bryant, “When you come to Christ and your life is transformed, you need to
unlock your oikos for Christ.”
One of the implications of these observations has to do with programming. If a
church is interested in intentionally increasing the effectiveness of its evangelism efforts,
perhaps its programming efforts should be focused on changing the values or culture of
the congregation.
For these effective churches, evangelism was not a program as much as who they
were. Their identity was reinforced almost weekly through stories, through teaching, and
through modeling. Hise explained that “I didn’t grow up in a churched family so I never
understood the idea that evangelism should be a component of church life. And it’s not
now. It’s not a part of our church, it is what our church is about.”
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In other words, everything in these churches revolves around offering the gospel.
The other aspects of church health seemed to flow out of this priority. In many ways the
churches were an embodiment of Jesus’ admonition to “seek first his kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well” (Matt. 6:33).
One example of this gospel-centered mind set is how authentic community was
developed in these churches. For most churches, community is developed through trying
to put together people of like interests and backgrounds. The understanding is that if one
potlucks or bowls or scrapbooks enough together, community will happen. The churches
observed in this study contrasted with this idea, however.
At Mosaic, for example, an axiom that was heard more than once was, “It is cause
that creates community.” A common cause brings diverse groups together−whether a
sports team trying to win a championship or a band trying to bring their music together.
For Mosaic, the cause of mission creates community, not community that creates
mission. Bryant articulated this idea well:
Jesus started the greatest small group in history. He started it not by
inviting them to a Bible Study. He didn’t say, “come and follow me and
I’ll meet your needs or answer your prayers or even send you to Heaven.”
Instead he said, “Follow me and I will make you fishers of men.” It was
the cause that created the community. In that mission they found great
comradery.
Homogeneousness did not create community for these churches. Doing their common
mission together seemed to be the catalyst for community.
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Contribution to Research Methodology
A contribution that this study has made to research methodology is the
questionnaire that was used in this study. The questionnaire could measure how the core
value of evangelism compares to other priorities that churches have. The questionnaire
also provides a continuum to measure a sectarian versus a missional mindset. Finally,
measuring evangelistic motivations could show a church whether their efforts are focused
more on duty and outward motivations or on love for God and neighbor.
Limitations of the Study/Speculation about Further Studies
In hindsight, one of the limitations of this study was that all three churches that
were selected had very strong and charismatic leaders. While doing personal interviews
with Hise, Wilson, and McManus, I realized that that they all had enormous leadership
capacity. Their ability to cast vision and to articulate their mission clearly was in part
what made these churches so effective.
A study that would focus on effective churches that did not have such high
capacity leaders would be interesting. What would a highly effective church with an
average leader look like? The observations from a study like that would probably carry
more generalizability because most pastors do not have the leadership capacity of the
leaders in this study.
Unexpected Conclusions
As with most observational studies, some observations of the research came as a
surprise.
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High Standards for Discipleship
One criticism that has circulated in recent years regarding churches that focused
their attention on people that are far from God is that they were “Christianity lite.” Some
people assume that churches that are effective at evangelism are effective because they
have somehow watered down the teachings of Jesus or asked very little of those who
were making decisions to follow Christ. One surprising insight from observing these
churches was that this criticism could not be further from the truth.
In many ways, the expectations for disciples of Jesus were higher at these
churches than at most American churches. Hise from Quest explained his thought process
this way:
The idea that people want to be soft-shoed is baloney. People have this
built in, from the Lord, yearning for more. There is something God has for
us that is more than this life. I think we should be provoking what is in
them−eternity in their hearts, a bigger existence than this.
I was stunned by the amount of commitment asked from people at Quest.
Moreover, these churches’ deep commitment to discipleship affected the
evangelistic methodologies employed. Wilson at CCV spoke of how they have worked
hard not to separate their evangelistic efforts from the greater goal of disciple making.
“We’re not trained that well in evangelism strategies like Evangelism Explosion. We’ve
found that we can get converts that way, but it does not make very good disciples.”
Similarly, Mosaic has very high standards of discipleship that are expressed
through their view of membership. At Mosaic, they do not use the word “membership,”
which implies privilege. Rather, they have “staff.” In order to become a staff person
(member), one must “make a decision to become a bi-vocational minister.” The staff
people are not paid; serving is part of their life mission. The membership (staff) process
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is a lengthy one but upon completion, “We believe that our ‘staff’ can be pastors
anywhere. We train them to do that and we release them to be that.” Their unpaid staff
oversees things as large as fifty small groups, their youth ministry, and a women’s
ministry with hundreds of women.
The journey toward being on staff at Mosaic includes these elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have made a focused commitment to Christ
Have made a public confession of faith through baptism by immersion
Be connected to a Small Group or Service Team
Have completed “Mosaic Life in Christ” (a six session conversation
with others about their life in Christ)
5. Completed Mosaic “Life in Church” (an evening at Pastor Erwin’s
house about who Mosaic is and why they exist)
6. Embraced the Staff Covenant. (Mosaic)
The Staff Covenant at Mosaic is as follows:
1. Invest your passions—Honor God by following Christ personally and
passionately. Your reputation is Christ’s reputation and the church’s
reputation. 22
2. Invest your talents—Participate in the life of the congregation
through genuine worship, sharing, learning, and serving.
3. Invest your resources—Support the Gospel here and worldwide by
tithing (10% of your income) and then by giving more as the Lord
leads. Invest your time, skills, talents, and gifts in and through the
church.
4. Invest your relationships—Develop authentic loving relationships
with other in the church and establish significant relationships with
those who do not know Jesus. (Mosaic)
More than eight hundred people have become staff persons at Mosaic. Paid staff persons
are called, catalysts. The task of a catalyst is to oversee the staff and to shape the culture
of Mosaic.

22

Eric Bryant articulated this ethos by saying, “If I cheat on my wife I ruin your reputation and the
reputation of Mosaic; so I don’t cheat on my wife. I’m also asking you to not ruin the reputation of Mosaic
by your lifestyle.” (Bryant)
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This relationship between high expectations of people and growing churches are
consistent with the 1972 study by Dean M. Kelley. Kelley observed that young adults in
particular were drawn to churches that provided both “meaning” and “belonging.”
Belonging, according to Kelley, came about as a result of specific and rigid behavior that
was expected of all of the group members. Commitment, discipline, missionary zeal,
absolutism, and conformity were marks of conservative churches that tended to attract
people (84).
A Correlation between Evangelism and Discipleship
In a similar vein, another surprising observation was the coloration between
evangelism and discipleship. For these effective churches, participation in evangelism
was an extension of discipleship. Among some informants, evangelism seemed to be the
most central aspect of discipleship. Adkins at Quest explained it:
If we are not leading people to Christ−that is an indicator of our spiritual
health. How can we be connecting to God if we are not about the things
that he is about?... I don’t understand how you can have a heart like Jesus
and not have a heart for lost people. That is what discipleship is about.
At Quest, evangelism was not just an activity for the benefit of others but part of one’s
own discipleship journey.
For Mosaic, doing evangelism (“mission” in their language) is not something
disciples eventually do on their spiritual journey. McManus explained that doing mission
is not the “extraordinary standard but the minimum standard that is the critical boundary
in shaping the culture. To unleash an apostolic ethos, it is essential to establish a radical
minimum. It is essential to call people to a radical minimum standard” (202). The radical
minimum standard is living according to the Great Commission as outlined in Matthew
28:16-20 and Acts 1:8. McManus argues that somewhere along the way, this apostolic
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ethos became the highest level of calling instead of the basic entry point for all believers.
The missiological emphasis driven by movements of faith, hope, and love energized the
early believers and needs to reenergize the twenty-first century church.
Evangelism in these effective churches is viewed as a practice that brings about
spiritual maturity. More than one informant referred to Philemon 1:6 as evidence of the
correlation between evangelism and discipleship: “I pray that you may be active in
sharing your faith, so that you will have a full understanding of every good thing we have
in Christ.”
Leadership
As research began on this project, a simple solution such as leadership was
thought to be an oversimplification of the complexities of what makes churches effective
at evangelism. However, as the research progressed, I observed that one of the reasons
that these three churches were so effective was the senior leadership who gave weight to
the value of evangelism. Leaders such as Hise, McManus, and Wilson carry a certain
amount of charisma about them. What made them effective, however, was their ability to
shape the culture of their churches over time. Two of the three leaders were the founding
pastors of the churches they now pastor. Wilson made a similar observation:
Some people look at Willow Creek and say they are effective because of
the seeker service. No it’s not. It’s Bill Hybel’s passion for lost people.
Some people look at Saddleback and think it is the purpose-driven model
that grew that church. But it’s not. It’s Rick Warren’s passion for lost
people.… For me the common denominator of any growing church is
somewhere along the way was a senior pastor who had a passion for lost
people. It will be manifested in their personality because if a senior pastor
has been there for very long, the church tends to take on the personality of
the senior pastor.
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Generic leadership ability is not what made these leaders effective. These leaders’
leadership ability coupled with their passion for lost people and their embodiment of the
vision was what made them effective. In the words of Wayne Cordeireo, “You can teach
what you know, but in the end, you will reproduce what you are” (202). In short, the
leaders were embodiments of the core values they espoused.
Conclusion
In observing these churches I realized that that better questions need to be asked
by other churches who are attempting to be more effective at evangelism. The question of
“how?” should be subservient to the deeper (and more difficult) question of “what kind of
people should we be?” Therefore, a clear theology of mission and a high view of
Trinitarian theology seem principal.
Even when the secondary question of methodology arises, the methodological
questions should be focused less on “how to do evangelism” then on, “how one shapes
the core values of a congregation.” In this regard, asking better questions at the outset
seems to set a much more effective trajectory for churches who seek to be more effective
at evangelism.
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APPENDIX A
Sample of Questionnaire
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions about your church. Please
DO NOT answer what you think your church should be but what you think your church
is. There are no “right” answers to these questions. Please be as honest as you can.
Thank you for your willingness to complete this!
PART 1: ABOUT YOUR CHURCH
1. Of all the great aspects of your church, what does your church do best? Rank the
following statements from 1-7 (one being what you do best; seven being what you do the
least best):
________ We have inspiring worship services
________ People really grow here
________ We deeply love and care for people who are not Christians
________ We meet the tangible needs of the people in our community
________ People really love each other here
________ People here really know how to pray for others.
________ We support missionaries around the world.
2. How does your church think a good Christian should relate to people who are not
Christians? Put an “X” on the continuum below in the place that best summarizes your
church’s philosophy of the how the church should relate to the world:
0 -------------- 2 --------------- 4 -------------- 6 -------------- 8 -------------- 10
1 – We should avoid the world as much as possible so that we will not be
corrupted by sin.
3 – We should insulate ourselves from people who are not Christians so as to not
be negatively influenced by the world.
5 – We should be as welcoming as possible to people who are not Christians who
attend our church.
7 – We should work hard to intentionally build bridges of friendship with people
who are not Christians in order to influence them from Christ.
10 – We should consider ourselves missionaries where we live and immerse
ourselves as much as possible in our world in order to influence it for Christ.
3. According to your church, when has a person become a Christian? (Choose one):
_________ When they are baptized.
_________ When they say the “Sinner’s Prayer”
_________ When they make a clear decision and are able to point to a time and
place when they decided to become a Christian.
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_________When they respond to an “altar call” and pray to ask God’s
forgiveness.
_________ When they speak in tongues.
4. How does your church communicate the importance of evangelism? (Check all that
apply):
_________ We often hear stories about people sharing their faith with others.
_________ We often hear stories about people’s spiritual journeys to faith.
_________ We are often given opportunities to learn how to share our faith more
effectively.
_________ We often hear sermons about the importance of sharing our faith.
_________ Our leaders live a life of evangelism.
PART 2: MY OPINION
5. What, in your opinion, does God think is the most important aspect of a church? (Not
what your church is doing – but what a church should do.) Rank the following statements
from 1-7 (one being what is most important to God; seven being what is least important
to God):
________ Having inspiring worship
________ Being a place where people really grow
________ Loving and caring for people who are not Christians
________ Meeting the tangible needs of the people in our community
________ Really loving each other
________ Praying for each other
________ Supporting missionaries around the world.
6. Why, in your opinion, should a person be involved in evangelism? (Rank the top three
reasons):
_________ Because Jesus told us to do it.
_________ Because without Jesus people are going to hell.
_________ Because Jesus is coming back soon and I don’t want anyone “left
behind.”
_________ Because Jesus will not come back until everyone who needs to hear
about Him has heard.
_________ Because it is an expression of what it means to be a disciple of Jesus.
_________ Because it brings glory to God.
_________ Because I want to be like Jesus and to love people like He did.
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APPENDIX B
Sample Consent Form for Research Participants
Dear ______________,
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am conducting
research on the topic of the role of culture in churches that are effective at evangelism. I
am researching three different churches around the country including the church that you
attend. In these churches, I would like to survey ten people from each congregation, and
you have been selected from your church as one invited to assist in the study.
I will be conducting personal interviews with individuals to hear their stories about their
own faith journeys, their involvement in evangelism, and their perception of their church.
The interviews will last approximately 45 minutes.
With your permission, I will record our conversation so that, if necessary, I can refer back
to them for accuracy. Once the research is completed in approximately six months, I will
destroy the recordings. I will keep my notes electronically for an indefinite period of
time, at least until my dissertation is written and approved.
I think the findings from this study will allow me to assist other congregations as they
think about how they interact with their lost friends and neighbors. My hope is that
churches from around the country will be helped because you and others like you have
taken the time to participate.
Please know that you can refuse to respond to any or all of the questions I will ask you. I
realize that your participation is entirely voluntary, and I appreciate your willingness to
consider being a part of the study. Feel free to call or write me at any time if you need
any more information. My number is 208-409-9218 and my e-mail is
dana@reallifecommunity.com.
Thank you for your help! If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date
this letter below to indicate your voluntary participation.
Sincerely,
Dana Hicks
I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicate by my signature
below:
Your signature: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________________________________
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APPENDIX C
Interview Questions
A. How does your church define “evangelism?”
B. If you have attended other churches, how does your church compare with other
churches in how they approach evangelism?
C. How has attending this church changed your perspective on being a Christian?
D. Does your church teach people to share their faith with others? How?
E. In your opinion, what does it mean to have a heart like Jesus’?
F. How do you think most people in your church come to faith in Christ?
G. In your opinion, what is the most effective way for people to come to know Jesus?
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APPENDIX D
Samples of Coding Grids from Research Questions
Interview: Pete Hise, Senior Pastor, Quest Community Church
Date: January 24, 2007
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

“I think everybody, everywhere who knows Christ, they might
not be able to tell you their date but they ought to. It’s
important enough to go back and figure out. It’s a little bit like
telling your wife that you don’t remember your anniversary.
It’s an important date. And if the Bible says you went from
death to life, blind to seeing, lost to found, guilt to innocence,
scarlet to white as snow− the Bible has pretty definitive
language. And the ultimate metaphor −name written in the
Book of Life. When does that happen? In a moment. Maybe a
long process leading up to it, a long process of sanctification
after it, but in the middle is a very important moment.”

Crisis moment

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

“The idea that people want to be soft-shoed is baloney. People
have this built in, from the Lord, yearning for more. There is
something God has for us that is more than this. I think we
should be provoking what is in them− eternity in their hearts, a
bigger existence than this.”

More up front
about the cost
of
discipleship.

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

“That is the expectation−that people will do ridiculous things.
New Christians and seekers want this. Aren’t you sick of
leading your own life? Where has it got you? I don’t think it is
manipulative. I think the opposite is manipulative. ‘Come on,
it’s not going to hurt that much. It’s no big deal. We really
need your help.’”

Asks more of
disciples.

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“I’m not sure we’ve ever talked much about evangelism as a
word. The concept that people matter to God and therefore
they should matter to us we talked about a lot. Beyond that we
should sacrifice what we have because they are the reason we
are here. The whole deal is people.”

No formal
training.

E. In your opinion, what
does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

“This is how we understand the church. It will always be the
central part of what we are doing here. It is more than a core
value or an underpinning – it is my Christology. It is how I
understand Jesus. He was comfortable, living with the Father.
‘Why in the world would I go down there?’ In the end Jesus
taught a lot of things, but he only came so that people can have
life.”
In the sanctuary by sticking around.

Value lost
people.

F. How do you think
most people in your
church come to faith in

“Most people step across the line of faith during weekend
services.”

Weekend
services.
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Christ?
G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for people
to come to know Jesus?

“Evangelism for us is very organic and the idea of methods
messes us up every time. Methods for us often involve things
like the value of sticking around. If the service ends at 8:00,
plan on leaving at 10:00.”

Incarnation.
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Interview: Scott Tomlin, Layperson, Quest Community Church
Date: January 24, 2007
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

Language of “indicators”−marks that are in the Bible of people
who genuinely follow God.

Change of
heart as
demonstrated
by outward
manifestations

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

He had a bad experience with hellfire and brimstone pastor
from daycare where his kids went. “He said to us, ‘I feel sorry
for you. Hell is going to be a bad place.’ There were bits of
truth in it but it was mixed in with all kinds of condemnation
and high pressure sales.”

Truly Loving

“In the church I grew up in−Sunday you went to church, shake
hands, and then go home and back to real life.”

Authentic

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

At church picnic−“These people know how to have fun. They
really like each other. It was so different than what I was used
to.”

More Joy,
authentic
community

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“It’s at the heart of everything we do. It’s hard to talk about
anything else without talking about evangelism. It’s the main
thing. We don’t have an evangelism team because we’re all
called to share. We’re all part of it. Everything comes back to
the mission statement, ‘Transforming unconvinced people into
wholehearted followers of Jesus.’ It’s kind of a hard question
to answer because it is in everything we do−how we live.”

No programs.

E. In your opinion, what
does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

“I live with a sense of how God changed my own heart. That’s
why my heart beats for other people to know because I’ve seen
it in my own life. Somebody cared enough to ask me some
questions. Somebody cared enough to say the hard thing. I
want other people to know that hope and freedom that I
know.”

To love others
so that they
can experience
God’s love.

F. How do you think
most people in your
church come to faith in
Christ?

Invited by coworker who said, “You should check out Quest.
It’s a place for people who have had bad church experiences.”

Friendship,
incarnation

G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for people
to come to know Jesus?

“The first time I walked into Quest, the first person who came
up to me and greeted me, I remember thinking, ‘There is
something different here. I’ve never been greeted like this
before.’ I sensed that they really cared that I was there. They
really welcomed me like I’ve never been welcomed before. It
wasn’t just a Sunday happy face.”

Loving others
authentically.
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Interview: Dr. Don Wilson, Senior Pastor, CCV
Date: December 14, 2006
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

“Too much of evangelism is canned and not real. When you
are playing volleyball with someone, that is real, it is real
life.… So I have tried to reach people in what I call ‘real life’
situation and not ‘canned situations’, like a church service
with Just as I am at the end.”

Authenticity

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

“The ‘win’ is by far the most difficult part. Hybels was right−
it takes proportionally way more money, staff, and energy to
do the ‘win’ than the train and send. The bigger and older a
church gets, I think it takes even more. Because people get
comfortable.”

More Focus
on Evangelism

“There are a lot of churches that are gathering crowds but we
are not really changing our culture. The reason is that we don’t
know our neighbors. We are not involved in their lives.… I am
convinced more and more that our job is not to draw crowds
but to change culture. It’s life on life with our neighbors. And
you can’t do that at a church building.”

More
emphasis on
loving others

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

N/A

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“You can never be satisfied with where you are at.”
“You have to use stories. Of how you failed at evangelism or
how you succeeded at evangelism. Or testimonies of other
people.”

Passion for
lost people
Stories
Stories

Example of finance campaign− the ripple effect−every week
they did a “Christian family tree” showing who brought who
and what the net effect was.

E. In your opinion, what
does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

“We’re not trained that well in evangelism strategies like
Evangelism Explosion. We’ve found that we can get converts
that way but it does not make very good disciples.”

No Program

“You are most like Jesus when you are sharing your faith. Not
when you are reading the Bible or praying.”

Evangelism

Why is it important to be involved in lost people’s life: “It is a
lifestyle change. When you are involved in evangelism, it
changes your whole worldview. It is no longer about me any
more. It’s about Jesus…. We’ve Americanized the
gospel−you’re going to be healthy, your kids are going to be
great.… That’s not the gospel.”
F. How do you think
most people in your

“For most churches to be effective at evangelism, there needs
to be a consistency and quality in the weekend services that

Sunday AM
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church come to faith in
Christ?

people feel comfortable inviting their unchurched friends.”
“Most people are much more comfortable in a big group than a
small group.”

G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for people
to come to know Jesus?

“If we don’t have property, how do we do church? We would
go to the community: we would go to parks and put up
volleyball nets. We had people invite their neighbors and
coworkers. Almost every team had more un-churched people
than churched people.… So we had to figure out a way to go
where they were instead of asking them to come where we are.
It was our mind set from day one.”

Incarnation

“I think if we are not careful, in a church we can have so many
programs that we offer that our people don’t have time to go
and build relationships with their neighbors and do
evangelism. They are at church all the time.”

Not program
but
incarnation

“With a regional church like ours, no matter how big your
facility, it is limiting.”

Not building
but
incarnation

“Most churches are affinity based. So we go across town to be
in a small group with our friends rather than getting out of our
comfort zone and being with our neighbors.”

Incarnation

“It is a lot easier to support a orphanage in Africa than to
invest in your neighbors. It is a lot more risky.

Incarnation

“We have more Christian television, bookstores, music, etc.
The commercialization of the gospel is bigger than it has ever
been and less people are coming to Jesus. I think it is because
we are getting away from doing life on life.”

Not media but
incarnation

Example of rethinking the Halloween alternative event: “That
is the one time when all our neighbors come to our house and
we’re stuck here at the church.” (his staff complained)

Not Christian
enclave but
incarnation
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Interview: Al Field, Layperson, CCV
Date: December 14, 2006
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

“Some people in our small group came to faith in Jesus. We
had the privilege of baptizing several of them.”

Baptism

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

“We have friends who are still going to the Lutheran church
and they are so fixated on the ritual that they do not focus on
people who are far from God. We brought them here but they
could not get past how we did communion. I guess it wasn’t
holy enough for them.”

Passion for
lost people.

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

“At the Lutheran church it was all about survival. They were
interested in new people not because they loved lost people
but because they wanted to survive.”

More
missional

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“It’s about serving people. Looking after their hurts. That is
what it’s all about.”

Service

E. In your opinion, what
does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

“A Heart like Jesus – is to love people. To hurt for people. To
go the extra mile for people. To really care about people
whatever it takes.”

Love and
serve people

F. How do you think
most people in your
church come to faith in
Christ?

“Most people come to faith through small groups.”

Small Groups

G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for people
to come to know Jesus?

“I know most people these days don’t care much about their
neighbors. We’ve decided that we really want to get to know
our neighbors their needs and their hurts and how we can serve
them.”

Incarnation
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Interview: Eric Bryant, Associate Pastor, Mosaic
Date: January 4, 2007
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

When asked about how many people come to faith every year.
“We baptize at least a couple hundred people every year.”

Baptism

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

“Being at Mosaic has really reshaped the way I see the church
and how we relate to the world. The church is not here to meet
our needs. Rather, we are the church and we are here to meet
the needs of the world.”

More
Missional

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

“We don’t use terms like ‘outsiders’ that seem unkind. We
don’t even use terms like ‘pre-Christian.’ That seems to imply
that any day now you’re going to become a Christian. We are
radically committed to breaking down the lines between
‘Christian’ and ‘non-Christian.’”

More
Missional

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“We focus on doing evangelism through a person’s oikos.
When you come to Christ and your life is transformed, you
need to unlock your oikos for Christ. Those are the people in
your immediate circle of influence.”

Informal
mentoring

E. In your opinion, what
does it mean to have a
heart like Jesus’?

“Jesus started the greatest small group in history. He started it
not by inviting them to a Bible Study. He didn’t say, ‘come
and follow me and I’ll meet your needs or answer your prayers
or even send you to Heaven.’ Instead he said, ‘Follow me and
I will make you fishers of men’.… To have a heart like Jesus
means to commit yourself to this community of disciple
makers.”

Evangelism

F. How do you think
most people in your
church come to faith in
Christ?

“We believe that life transformation happens best in authentic
community. It is through authentic community that most
people become open to entering in to the kingdom of God.”

Authentic
Relationships

G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for people
to come to know Jesus?

“The gospel flows best through the establishing of significant
relationships that are authentic and healthy.”

Incarnation
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Interview: Jessica Pierce, Layperson, Mosaic
Date: January 7, 2007
Interview Question

Response

Code

A. How does your
church define
“evangelism?”

“When someone who is far from God experiences God and
let’s them in to their life.”

Transformational
experience.

B. If you have attended
other churches, how
does your church
compare with other
churches in how they
approach
evangelism?

“There is not a disconnect between Sunday and the rest of
the week. It is all integrated.”

More holistic
and integrated

C. How has attending
this church changed
your perspective on
being a Christian?

“I couldn’t bring my co-workers to experience what I was
experiencing in my life at [my former church]. It was so out
of touch with the rest of my week.”

Missional
Mindset

D. Does your church
teach people to share
their faith with others?
How?

“They are constantly pushing us out in to the world. During
our [membership class], we are asked to list our oikos −the
people in our circle of influence.”

Informal
Training

E. In your opinion,
what does it mean to
have a heart like
Jesus’?

“Caring about the same things that Jesus cared about means
caring about people. Not being judgmental but loving.”

Loving People

F. How do you think
most people in your
church come to faith in
Christ?

“Small groups are where you invite people who are far from
God.”

Small Groups

G. In your opinion,
what is the most
effective way for
people to come to know
Jesus?

“When you really care about someone and do life with them,
they naturally want what you’ve got.

Authentic
Relationships
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